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Holland
the Town

Where

The New» Hat Been A

Folkt

Constructh/e Booster for

Really Live

Holland Since 1872

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1964

PRICE TEN

Families Set

Postal Hints

CENTS

No Increase

To Observe
Listed for

Thanksgiving

Christmas

cease in Holland Thursday for

Virtually all business

Faced with the almost
tainty that the 1964

Immediately

will

For Deputies

Thanksgiving Day which calls
for the traditional family gath-

cer-

erings, church services and oth-

i^ ^

Christmas, .

season will set an all-time

re-

.

cord (or mailing Christmas!

^

j

Pure es have

ar-

cards and gift parcels, Post- ™8' “rvic“ 0 sorae klnd
master Louis A. Haight today ‘0r ,he dl,y' adheMng lo a pasought cooperation in the “Mail

tern established
ago.

in his department, to meet a
crisis among his deputies,

staff has listed the following
suggestions:

PARCELS:

Using the methods
of professional shoplifters,detective Marvin Anderson (left)

and

display

Adams (second from left)
the merchandise they took from local stores

Monday

night.

detective Sgt. Herbert

The two

Flint detectives show the "booster-

4

4

_

Lt. Ernest Bear (right)and

Chamber

of

Commerce

secretary

William Vande Water. Adams and Anderson conducted a

seminar on shoplifterdetection for about 90 Holland
businessmen at the Hotel Warm Friend Tuesday.
(Sentinel photo)

Men's Club Sets Plans

City Not

Easy

For

Annual Pancake Day

Fast Service

which informed him that it
would take a two-thirdsvote

MSU Co-Captain

A card containing the name and

he Mid,
the several others may quit to seek
Michigan State Universityfoot- private employmentbecause
ball team Monday night at an they cannot make a living wage
end-of-season
working for the county.
Juday, a junior from North- The matter was referredto
field, directed the Spartans’ofthe officers and salaries comfense from quarterbackthis mittee and the ways and means
year, while Japinga was the de- committee, which met with the
tensive ace at safety. Japinga, sheriff’s committee Monday,
also a junior, is from Wayland,1Roth Supervisor Henry G.
Mich. He is the son of the late Slaughter, of Lament, chairman
Louis Japinga, a Holland na- of the ways and means commit-

will'

and packed be insured.
Parcels sent to the west coast,
east coast and deep south should
be mailed by Dec. 7. Mail
“close-in” parcels no later than
Dec. 11.
CHRISTMAS CARDS: Be sure
to place your return address in
the upper left hand corner including your ZIP CODE number
which is 49423. By doing this
your friends may update their
mailing lists for next year. Update your mailing list too by
noting the ZIP CODE number
of your friends.
May we suggest that you
send your cards first class using
the new 5-cent Christmas stamp.
First class cards will be forwarded in the event of a change
of address or returnedto you if
undeliverableand your return
is shown. Personal notes may
also be added to cards sent at

EAST UNSING -

Sieve Ju-Iaalarie8

en 1965 co-captains for

Local Factory
Hit by Blaze

at
to

of the entire board to change

te0nobaSedrvedPatChSChe<IUle day ‘nd D°n Japinga Were choS-

in-

You may mark
your parcels “Do Not Open Before Christmas.”We recommend that valuable parcels
which are properly wrapped

box" method used by some professionals to Holland police

Japinga Elected

your parcels securely by using lock box patrons. Special delivcorrugated boxes, heavy wrap- ery mail will be delivered
promptly. The usual holiday
ping paper and strong string.

side the parcel.

-

lervea with Juday

pack, wrap and tie but the lobby will be open for

addressee should be placed

STUDY SHOPLIFTING METHODS

Don Japinga

deliv-

or rural carriers
Thursday. Stamp windows in
the post office will be closed

was

denied any immediate increases
at a special meeting with three
committees of the board of supervisorsMonday afternoonin
the supervisors room at the
county building.
Grysen had a previous meet,
ing with the sheriff’s committee,

All schools will be closed for
Grateful for cooperation shown the remainder of the week.

There will be no mail

county, seeking wage increases

I

many years

ery by city

Sheriff

Ottawa

;

Early for Christmas” program.
last year, the local post office

GRAND HAVEN Bernard Grysen of

men

”Z

banquet.

!

Several hundred pounds of
cotton and a machine were
damaged in a fire at 4 p.m.
Tuesday at Holland Cotton Products Co., 462 Lincoln Ave.
The blaze started in a rag
picker machine, used to cut up
old cotton matting, accordingto
plant manager Bernard Arendshorst. Flames were sucked into
the plants blower system,
spreading smoke over most of
the building.
No estimate of damage was
given, but Arendshorst said

j

,

live.

The

Governor’s Award went
to senior halfback Dick Gordon
of Cincinnati, who led Michigan
State in rushing, and finished
second in the Big Ten.
Senior Mike McGuinn of St.
Albens Bay, Vt., received the
President’s Perseverance
Award.

tee,

and city manager R. V.
Grand Haven, chair-

Terrill of

man

of the officers committee,

Grysen that no increases
can be made at this time.
told

After discussing the problem

two hours the group voted

to

ask Terrill to contact agencies
Plans for the annual Pancake
that review salary schedules
and seek a review of county salDay were completed at the Y’s
there was possible smoke damaries in time for the April
age throughout the plant. The
Men's Club breakfast meeting
board of supervisors. The board
fire caused no structural damTuesday in the Hotel Warm
will be asked to approve such
age to the building,however.
Friend.
a study at the January session.
A new “scheduled delivery”
Damage was covered by insurHolland is not an easy city
The agency will be asked to
The yearly affair will be held system now permits overnight
for the shoplifterto work.
ance, Arendshorst said.
make a special study of salarBut, using the methods emNone of the approximately
Dec. 8 at the Civic Center. Pro- delivery of ZIP coded parcel
ies in the sheriff’sdepartment,
ployed by the professional shop80
employes
in the building at
ceeds from the project will be post five days a week between
comparing them with schedules
lifter, two Flint detectives Monthe time the fire started was
used
for
the
club’s youth pro- Holland and all post offices within similar departments.The posday night picked up $450 worth
injured. Holland firemen were
sibility
of covering employes in
gram. Tickets for the break- in a 22,000 square mile area of
of merchandise in about an
at the scene of the blaze for
Highway M-50 between Grand
Ottawa with hospitalizationbenhour from downtown Holland
about 15 minutes.
fast, lunch, or dinner pancake southern Michigan, Postmaster the first class rate.
Rapids
and
US-31
in
Ottawa
A total of $3,200 or 80 per
stores.
Cards sent at the third class
county is being renumberedas efits will also be investigated.
meals can be obtained from Louis A. Haight said today.
Mayor Nelson Bosman of HolDetective sergeant Herbert cent of the $4,000 goal was colThe delivery area includes rate (4-cents) will not be forM-45, the State Highway DeAdams and detective Marvin lected in Monday night’s March club members or at the “Y” all of southern Michigan from warded in the event of a change
partment in Lansing said today. land, a member of the sheriff’s
Anderson the specialists in de- for Muscular Dystrophy con- office at 31 West 8th St.
Muskegon across to Saginaw in address and will not be reHighway department crews committee, said Sheriff Grysen
The fifteen members present and Port Huron down to Detroit turned if undeliverable.They In
tecting shoplifters. They have ducted by the Ottawa County
currently are replacing t h e should have revealed his plight
studied shoplifters'methods and Chapter of the Muscular Dys- also decided to sponsor a Christ- and close to the Michigan bor- may not be sealed or carry a
M-50 route markers with M-45 earlier. He said committee
GRAND HAVEN - Roy Gon- signs. About 35 miles of M-50 meetings with heads of departtricks; they know how the shop- trophy Associations of America, mas party for the culturally-de- der on the south. This area in- personal note. Mail cards for
prived children in the YMCA cluded over 460 post offices and delivery to the west coast, east zales, 17, of 200 Maple Ave., Hol- is being re-signed with the new ments in connection with budlifter works.
Inc., (MDAA). There are still
The two men conducted a sem- four solicitationsections to be Saturday morning programs at over 7,200,000 people, nearly 90 coast and deep south by Dec. land, pleaded not guilty in number.
get study last October revealed
inar on shoplifting detection at counted, according to Si Van the Armory.
per cent of the state’s popula- 10. Mail cards for delivery Ottawa County Circuit Court on
The project begins at US-31 no such difficulties, nor was any
Club president Marvin Free- tion.
the Hotel Warm Friend Tues- Asperen, march chairman.
“close-in” by the 13th and locals a charge of feloniousassault. near Agnew in Ottawa county, discontent voiced at the public
day, sharing some of their Persons not contacted in the stone presided at the meeting. Mailing deadlines for the ser- by the 15th. By followingthe His bond was reduced from $2,- about 12 miles north of Holland, hearing on the budget a day beknowledge of the shoplifterwith door-to-door drive will be convice will be 5:30 p.m. in Holland schedule your “out-of-town” 500 to $500, and he was remand- and ends at 1-96 east of Grand fore it was adopted. Such public
approximately 90 Holland mer- tacted within this week, Van
— the time when lobby windows cards will be on their way be- ed to the county jail.
Rapids. Existing M-50 signs on hearings are required under the
Mrs. C.
close.
chants and store clerks.
fore cards from “out-of-town”
Tony Castillo,18, of 420 West about 12 miles of 1-96 from new state constitution.
Asperen said. All Holland ChrisThe hour-long seminar includ- tian grade schools will take up
Basman added that any conIn the “scheduled delivery” arrive at the Holland post of- 21st. St., Holland also charged Grand Rapids east to the Lowat
ed demonstrationsof dozens of collectionsin the classroomsfor
area, parcels will be trans- fice. In this way we can first with feloniousassault pleaded ell interchangealso will be re- sideration for the sheriff'sbudknown methods used by the the dystrophy drive today.
ported to the destinationpost concentrate on outgoing mails guilty, and will return for sen- moved to eliminate dual sign- get poses similar situationswith
Mrs. Cornelius (Dena) Zee- office overnightand will be de- and then on incoming mails.
shoplifter,both professional and
other departments.He said any
tencing December 23. He is out ing.
Following Monday night’s
dyk, 77, of 568 Myrtle Ave., died
amateur.
Please
write
plainly!
Be
sure
readjustmentswould be doubly
livered
to
the
addressee
on
the
When
the
signing
project
is
on $500 bond which was condrive, Holland policemen esThe high point of the seminar, corted the money from the Sunday evening at the Holland next scheduled parcel delivery. to address your mail by correct tinued.
completed, M-45 will begin at difficult in view of the new welhowever, was the unveilingof drive headquartersat 327 River Hospital following a lingering Parcel post deliveries are made house number, street, city, state,
Gonzales is charged with 1-96 and Cascade Rd., east of fare setup in which the county
the loot the detectives had taken Ave., to Peoples State Bank illness.She was a member of five days out of the week.
and ZIP CODE. This is impor- threatening Castillo with a Grand Rapids, cross through operates the program instead of
from Holland stores Monday where bank employes donated Central Park Reformed Church.
tant.
pistol, and then hitting him with the city and end at US-31 near sharing welfare costs with other
Survivingare two sons, Rudy
night. The loot included a tele- time to count the money.
Agnew.
Beginning,
Monday,
Dec.
7
governmental units. He said sea
fist. This incident occurred
and Conrad, both of Holland; Twin Girls Included
vision set, fur-collaredlady’s
windows at the Holland post of- early in the evening of Novem- M-50 will begin at 1-96 and vere cuts were made in some
Other phases of the cam
coat and an automobiletire, paign include coin canister col- four daughters, Mrs. Arthur In Weekend Births
fice will be open daily from 8 ber 13 on Sixth St. near Colum- go southeasterlyto Charlotte parts of the budget to provide
along with numerous small lection and industrial and com Neerken of Grandville, Mrs.
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (including bia ave. Castillo later shot four and Jackson on to Monroe for welfare funds, slated in the
Twin girls are included in the
items such as jewelry and hose. mercial solicitation.There are Lester Knoll, Mrs. Joe WiersSaturdays, Dec. 12 and 19) for blasts from a 16-guage shotgun where it ends.
budget at some $170,000.
ma, both of Holland and Mrs. weekend births at Holland Hos- sale of stamps and acceptance
All of the items taken by the
He added that sheriff’s departsome 235 coin canisters in the
into the window of an apartpital.
Howard Bolon of Indianapolis,
pair were returned.
of
parcels.
Stamps
may
be
purment
appropriationshave been
Holland and North side area
ment at 286ft West 14th St. Winners Are Announced
A daughter, Christine Marie,
Store managers had been in- and will be set up until Dec. Ind.; 19 grandchildren;18 great
chased and parcels mailed at where Gonzales was visiting.
increasing steadily over a period
In Friday's Bridge Game
formed by Holland police that 16. The industrial and commer- grandchildren;one sister, Mrs. was born Friday to Mr. and postal stations located in Wade’s
of years and the total at present
Adams and Anderson would be cial solicitationis being headed George Zonnebelt;one brother- Mrs. Fred Jacobs, 99 Timber- Drug Store, 166 West 13th Street
exceeds $200,000 a year.
wood
Lane.
First
place
pairs
at
the
FriGrand Haven Hunter
in-law, Roy Cobb, both of Holin their stores. Clerks, however,
and
Dykstra’s
Drug
Store
at
by Mrs. Ben Van Dis Jr. as
day Duplicate Bridge Club
Saturday births were a daughwere not aware of the shoplift- sisted by Mrs. John Vermeulen. land.
149 North River Ave.
Has Heart Attack
game were Mrs. W. A. French Richard Marlink, 51#
ter, Michelle Marie, born to Mr.
ing detection test being carried
If you expect to receive large
Of the amount collected in
and Mrs. Tom Harris, 1737 Perout by the two policemen.
GRAND HAVEN - David R. and Mrs. J. B. Vander Meer, Dies at Home on Sunday
quantities of mail during this
the 1964 campaign, 25 per cent Lakewood Blue Birds
ry St.; a son, Jeffrey Jon, born
The ‘‘oh’s’' and “ah’s” from
Kendall,
who operates Kendall north-south, and Mrs. William
season may we suggest you
will remain in Ottawa County Tour Sentinel Office
Richard G. Marlink, 51, of
Wheaton of Owosso, and Mrs.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Terrence
those attending Tuesday’s semiplace a container near your re- Rug and Upholstery Cleaners
for the support of five muscu235 West 25th St., died early
James
Brown,
east-west.
Greenwood,
34
East
16th
St.;
nar was ample testimonyto the
The Cheerful Blue Birds of a daughter, Rhonda Lynne, born gular mail box for easier de- and the Dee-Lite Sandwich Shop
lar dystrophy patients in the
Mrs. Henry Godshalk and Sunday morning at his home
test’s effectivenessand the
Lakewood
school toured the to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hayes, livery by the carrier. This will here, is a patient in Mercy Mrs. Arthur Wyman were sec- following a heart attack.
area. The remaining 75 per cent
secrecy with which it was conalso prevent your cards from Community Hospital in Manistee
will be used for medical re- Sentinel office and building 666 Midway; a daughter,Susan
He was born in Minnesota and
ond. north-south and Mrs. Verne
ducted.
after sufferinga heart attack
being
crushed or bent.
search.
Thursday afternoon with their Joy, born to Mr. and Mrs. Rohad
lived here most of his life.
Poest
and
Mrs.
John
Yff
were
In spite of the large collection
Use the LOCAL and OUT OF Friday night.
leader, Mrs. Stuart Baker, and
third.
He was the sexton of Restlawn
ger Grasman, 363 West Lakeof items the two men got away
TOWN labels. Please separate Kendall was on a hunting trip
assistant leader, Mrs. Paul Di- wood Blvd.
Mrs. Anna Peterson and Mrs. Memorial Gardens for the past
with, they said Holland was a Walter Alfred Collis
your letters for Local (Holland in Manistee area with Leonard
vide.
Huldah
Bequette were second, four years.
Twin
girls
were
born
Sunday
difficulttown for shoplifters to Dies in Douglas Hospital
Members of the group are to Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Deal, and Holland rural routes) and Sleutel and Joseph Domanski, east-west,and tied for third Surviving are his wife, Gertoperate in, especiallyfor the
Lisa Baker, Cara Divida, Sally 79 East Ninth St.; a son was OUT OF TOWN bundles, place Grand Haven police officers, were Mrs. Clete Merillat and rude; four children.Wayne Mar.
DOUGLAS
Walter Alfred
amateur or would-be shoplifter.
Heerspink, Julie Kronemeyer born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. correct label on bundle and tie and Eugene Middag, also of Mrs. Joe Borgman Jr., and Mrs. link of Jenison. Mrs. Dennis
Adams and Anderson said they Collis, 73, of route 2, Fennville,
with string for deposit in the Grand Haven.
and Shirley Martin.
Thomas Williams, 13945 Ridge- mails. More labels are avail- It is expected he will remain William Beebe and Mrs. Charles (Jean) Jonker of Holland, Wilwere reported to the manager of died Sunday morning in Douglas
wood Dr.
liam and Joyce at home; four
Ridenour.
one store by an alert clerk, and Community Hospital.
able at the Post Office.
in the hospital three weeks.
two sisters, Mrs.
A
full
master
point
game
is grandchildren;
Involved
in
Collision
Surviving are the wife, Genthat in several other stores
John
Talsma
of
Sault Ste Marie,
scheduled
Friday
at
1
p.m.
in
Cars
driven
by
Philip
R.
Anclerks kept them under constant eva; three daughters,Mrs. LorTwo Cars Collide
Autos in Collision
Ticketed After Crash
Mrs. Robert Crawford of Bauer;
the
Hotel
Warm
Friend.
derson,
62,
of
Chesterton,
Ind.,
etta
Mullins
of
Rensselaer,
Ind.,
watch.
ZEELAND — Cars driven by Ottawa County deputies
three brothers,Justin of HolCars driven by Bernard WaThe ironic part of the demon- Theresa and Judy at home and and HenriettaCook, 53, of 1345 Raleigh Lilley, 24, of 9175 New
charged
Thomas
H.
Van
Tamland: Marvin and Chris of North
terway,
41,
of
268
North
Divi
stration was that some stores two sons, Walter Jr. and Leroy Lakewood Blvd., were involved Holland St., and Ralph ArnolBurglars Get Change
elen, 18, of 57 West Central sion Ave., and Henry Decker
Blendon; one sister-in-law,
Mrs.
in
a
collision
at
4:15
p.m.
Friday
at
home;
six
grandchildren.
which were hardest hit had no
dink, 48, of 351 North Michigan
Ave., Zeeland, with failure to 80, of 487 Lakewood Blvd., col From Vending Machine
Margaret Vander Maat of Holat the intersection of US-31 and St., collided Monday at the inone attending the shopliftingdemaintain an assured clear dis- lided on Analine Ave., near Ot
land.
M-40, Holland police reported. tersection of State St. and Mctection seminar Tuesday. In ad- Crash on Icy Road
Burglars got an estimated
tance following a two-car crash tawa Beach Rd., at 11:10 p.m
Anderson
was
headed
east
on
dition, Holland police reported
Kinley Ave. Zeeland police said on Lakewood Blvd. at Eastmont
$1.50 in dimes from the coin box
Cars driven by John E. AlFriday. Ottawa County deputies
US-31, police said, and the Cook Arnoldink was headed east on
Former Allegan Mayor
that not one of the stores which
brecht, 20, of route 2, HudsonAye. at 3:35 p.m. Monday. Dep- said Decker had turned on Ana- of a soft drink vending machwere “victimized” by Adams ville, and Kenneth M. Souter, auto crossed the highway into McKinley Ave. and skidded into
uties said the car driven by line Ave. from Ottawa Beach ine which they broke into early Dies of Heart Attack
the path of Anderson’scar. The the intersection, colliding with
and Anderson had notifiedpolice
24, of 13988 Ridgewood St., colVan Tamelen struck the rear Rd. when his car skidded Friday at the Downtown Service
accident occured during a blind- the Lilley auto, heading south on
of shopliftingactivity.
ALLEGAN
Funeral serlided at 7:30 p.m. Friday at the
of a car driven by Vincent J. around, striking the Waterway Station. 77 East Eighth St.
The 90 persons who attended intersection of River and Doug- ing snow storm.
State St.
vices were held Monday for
Holland
police
said
the
thieves
Duffy, 51, of 81 West Ninth St. car.
the seminar, however, left with
pried open the front of the R. A. Wilcox, 57-year-old forlas Aves., Ottawa County depua new awareness of the shop- ties said. Albrecht was making
vending machine and took the mer mayor of Allegan.
lifting problem and will be betWilcox suffered a fatal heart
coin box. The theft was disa left turn from River to Dougter able to cope with it. escovered at about 6 a.m. Friday. attack Saturday while inspectlas Ave., deputies said, and SouBy George Zarry
pecially during the busy holiday
Jin issuing the directive, after That teachers also could not
The vending machine was ing heating equipment in the
ter was unable to stop on the
Under the modifiedpolicy the
GRAND
RAPIDS - A federal an all day hearing,Judge Fox
shopping season.
standing
outside the station, basement of the Allegan Conicy pavement in time to avoid
select the programs.
discretionwas left up to the
The seminar was sponsored the collision.
judge decided late Monday that held in abeyance a temporary
which
was
clased from midnight gregational Church of which he
That children also could read teachers.
Bible reading and prayers in a injunctionrequest seeking to
jointly by the Holland chapter
was a trustee.
to 6 a.m.
established patriotic documents
Sawyer contends it is up to
of the Fraternal Order of Police
Grand Rapids suburban school restrain the religious activities
He was secretaryand super,
including the word God such as the School Board, not the
and the downtown merchants Two Cars Collide
system will be on a temporary during school hours.
intendent of the L. Perrigo Co.
Police Charge Driver
presidential proclamations and teachers, to set the policies.
Cars driven by David H. take-it-or-leave-it
division of the Holland Chamber
basis.
here.
The hearing Monday was on other patrioticdocuments which
Ramon T. Gayton Jr., 16. of
Attorney
Laurant
K.
Varnum.
Kiekintveld,
15,
of
258
West
13th
Ordering a temporary set of a motion to dismiss filed by
of Commerce.
representingthe Jenison School 76 West Seventh St., was cited
Adams and Anderson appear- St., and Sena Klein, 61, of 143 rules on the long-standing con- the school board which contend- are non denominational.
Mrs. Elizabeth Schultz
The
judge
said
a
pre
trial
Board
and SuperintendentGlenn by Holland police for failure to
ed in Holland with the special West 31st St., collided on Michi- roversy involved some of the ed it had modified its policies
permissionof Flint Police Chief gan Ave. near 24th St. at 4:30 Jenison School District parents making Bible reading and' pray- conference will be held on the Nykerk, stated in court Monday maintain an assured clear dis- Succumbs in Saugatuck
George Paul. The pair has con- p.m. Friday according to Hoi- and the Board of Education, ers optional,and declared there- multiple issues and to prepare that under the modified policy tance following a two-car acciSAUGATUCK - Mrs. Elizaducted similar seminars in land police. Both cars were Judge Noel P. Fox issued a fore no issues were involved. for an eventual opinion in the making religion availableonly dent at 8 a.m. today on 21ih
controversial case.
St. near Van Raalte Ave. Police beth Shultz, 87, of Elizabeth St.,
to
those
who
want
it,
pupils
not
traveling
downhill
on
Michigan
cities throughoutthe state.
directive that:
The plaintiffscontended even
The courtroomwas jammed desiring the religious instruc- said Gay ton’s car struck the Saugatuck, died Monday at her
Ave. when the rear of the Klein
—Allowed 1,168 pupils in the the modified policy violated the
Monday
by parents and legal tions may be excused.
rear of a car driven by Bar- home. She was the widow of
auto skidded into the path of the Ottawa County community to
Driver Cited in Crash
United States Supreme Court participants in the case, which,
bara L. Veenhoven, 16, of 100 George Shultz who died in 1950.
Attorney
Sawyer
said
that
to
Kiekintveldcar, police said.
“optionallyengage” in Bible and Michigan State Supreme
Holland police charged HerSurviving are a niece, Mr*.
it is believed,may reach the
West
17th St.
excuse a child because he did
readingsand prayers,but, with Court rulings banning compulbert E. Stivers. 19. of 282 East
Isabel Larson of Elmhurst, III.
State
Supreme
Court
and
posZeeland Hospital births today the stipulation that these reli- sory religion in schools.
not want to participate in the
Ninth St., with disobeying a
sibly go higher.
A son was born Sunday to
include three boys. Mark Allen gious activities are conducted
Judge Fox held:
religious
exercises under teach- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hazebrook
stop sign followinga two-car
The
nine
parents,
represented
Receives Divorce Decree
was born to Mr. and Mrs. outside of school hours.
That children could hold Bible by Attorney Harold Sawyer, er-direction would be embarrasaccident Monday afternoon at Charles Overweg, route 2, Holof Syracuse,N. Y. He has been
GRAND HAVEN - Clarence
-Set ground rules pending a reading or prayer sessions bethe intersection of Seventh St. land; Mark Allen, born to Mr.
held that even the modified sing, entirely unfair to the named John Daniel. Mrs. Haze- Lumpkins, Grand Haven, wiw
full-scale trial triggered by nine fore school classes, or after
and College Ave. Police said and Mrs. Bill Roberts, 11234 56th
child, and not in keeping with brook is the former Mary Jo
granted a divorce in Ottawa
parents seeking an injunction school under the supervisionof policy of the School Board filed
Stivers car collided with a car Ave., Allendale;a son born to
court decisions.
Van Alsburg, daughter of Mrs. circuit court Thursday from
aimed at blocking Bible reading teachers,but that the instruc- with the court Sept. 15. violatJudge Fox said he would set J. M. Van Alsburg of Holland Norma Jean Lumpkln*§
driven by Walter W. Grigsby, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph CrSraon,
and prayers during regular tors could not participateor ed the U.S. and State Supreme
the
pre-trial and trial dates and the late John Martin Van unknown. There are no
20, of 368ft West 18th St,
route 1, Dorr.
school hours.
direct the proceedings.
Court decisions
later.
Alsburg.

Set for

For Shoplifters
MDAA
Nets

ZIP

Coded Parcels

Drive

$3,200

M-50 Now
Changed

ToM-45

Two Men Appear
Assault Cases

Zeedyk

Succumbs

77

—

—

Rule Out Bible Reading During School Hours

’
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Engaged Zeeland

m

26, 1964

Wed

Views

Carl Senob, former director of

in Baptist

Church

| music in the Zeeland Public
; | schools, has been invited to di

Busy

Court

rect one of the chorus numbers
in the presentation of the Messiah, Dec. 1 in the First Chris-

From The

tian Reformed Church, by the
Zeeland Civic Chorus.

With Cases

interested citizens and the ZeeSeveral cases were processed

-$

if
I

Senbob, along with the other

v

land Chamber of Commerce,

in Holland MunicipalCourt the
last few days.

Campus
James Tallis, AssistantProfessor of Music, was added to

"m,

m

played a large part in organiz-

Hope’s faculty this fall after his
recent return to the United
He directed the chorus the first
States from the Netherlands
year and several years therewhere he had been studying
after.
under a Fulbright grant. He
The Anniversary Committee,
received his B. M. from Eastunder the direction of M r s.
man School of Music in Rochdition no further violations in
Gladys Karsten, recently sent
ester, N. Y. and his Master of
a year.
invitations to all charter memSacred Music degree from UnGaren Brown. 17, of 107 CoDave Farabee
bers of the chorus to attend the
John Oonk
ion Theological Seminary.He
lumbia Ave., who was found
. . most valuable
anniversary program a n d to
. 1965 captain
had been organist and chapguilty of reckless driving at a
participatein the Hallelujah
Miss Ellen L. Wiersma
lain’s assistantat the U. S.
trial was assessed fine and
chorus.
Military Academy
West
Mrs. Marian Wiersma of 231
costs of $65.30. A 15-day jail
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Point and a teacher at Hastings
sentence was suspended on con- West 25th St., announces the will be printed and a brief hisCollege, Hasting, Nebr., before
dition no further violations in engagement of her daughter, tory of the organization and
going to the Netherlandsto
Ellen L. to Howard C. Van other interesting items will be
a year.
study improvisionand harpsiTruman McLean, 58, and Ja- Raalte of Grand Rapids. Mr. included in the booklet.
Senior Dave Farabee and jun- ly and defensively on the team.” chord. Editor’s note.)
cob Anthony, 25, both of South Van Raalte is the son of the
A regular meeting of the Gil- ior John Oonk have been honor- “He was called on to get the
By James Tallis
Haven, paid $29.70 each on dis- Rev. and Mrs. Henry Van bert D. Karsten Unit No. 33 ed by members of the West Ot- yards in key situations and he
orderly-drunk
Raalte of 646 Pleasant Ave., was held Monday evening in tawa football team.
got them,” Wetherbee said.
Anyone convicted of heresy
Emiliano G. Castro, 33, of 330 ! Holland.
the Dugout with PresidentMrs
Farabee, S’ll”, 170-pound This was Farabee’s third sea- during the reign of Henry VIII
Maple Ave., was sentenced to
A June wedding is being Justin Elhart in charge. Vari- halfback, was named the Panth- son on the varsity. He was the
days plus $29.70 costs on charges | planned,
ous committee reports were ers most valuable player while team’s leading rusher, one of could expect to burn at the
of defective brakes and no opheard, includingthe results of Oonk, 5’10”, 165-pound tackle, the top pass receivers and stake. But when the composer
erator’s license. Eighty of the
serving the 5th DistrictPost was elected captain of the 1965 handled the punting. Farabee’s John Taverner was convicted of
such charges,he was fully pj
90 day-sentence were suspended
Commander’s dinner last week West Ottawa team.
brother, Ben, is a senior end
doned.
The argument which
provided no further violationsin
Friday. It was decided to try
The selections were announc- on the Michigan football team.
freed him was that “he was but
a year.
to obtain entertainmentfor the ed today by Coach Ron WetherOonk played tackle for the
Harold Goodwin, 44, of 200^
veteransat the Michigan Veter- bee following an election Friday Panthers this season and kicked a Musician.”
Though we may be grateful
East Eighth St., was found not
ans Facility in the near future. by members of the West Ottawa the extra points. “His biggest
guilty of a charge of selling liOn Nov. 30 an open house team. Both players will be hon- attribute was hustle,” Wether- that Taverner survived, we canquor to a minor in an opinion
will be held at the Michigan ored at the annual all-sports bee said, “and John gave 100
issued by Judge Galien ThursVeterans Facility for all mem- banquet held at West Ottawa per cent all of the time.” Oonk
day. The trial was held Oct. 27.
bers of the 5th District and next spring.
succeedsDave Vizithum as West
Two youths were put on protheir families. This is in conWetherbee called Farabee Ottawa captain. The Panthers
bation for six months and their
nection with the Auxiliary “the best player both offensive- were 5-4 this season.
operator's licensessuspendedinsponsored Christmas Gift Shop
definitely on traffic charges.
to be held in the Facility for
Hatcher to Wallace B. Melson
Darrow R. Meeusen, 17, of 4763
the first time this year. The
and wf. Pt. SWfrllV* 9-6-16 Twp.
64th Ave., had three trafficticopen house will be from 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Goforth
Port Sheldon.
kets, two speeding and one on
5 p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m.
(du Saar photo)
John Mulder and wf. to Herassured clear distance. Menno
in the occupationaltherapy
Miss Mary Ellen Bauman be- nor and the Misses Rebecca and
man L. Van Laar and wf. Lot 33
H. Surink, 18, of 2915 Lakeshore,
shop next to the hospital.
came the bride of Samuel Dale Rachel Banks, nieces of the
Jenison Woodcrest Plat No. 1,
had one speeding ticket.Surink
Plans also were made to purGoforth in a double ring cere- bride, who wore peach* colored
Twp. Georgetown.
must pay $5 a month supervichase Christmas gifts for needy
taffeta dresses with matching
mony performed Nov. 6 by the cabbage rose headpieces. Each
Henry W. Timmer to Luwayne
sion fees. Meeusen’s supervision
veterans’ children in the ZeeErnest Westenbroek& wife D. Hop and wf. Pt. NWMiNWfrl
Rev. B. G. Ham in First Bap- carried a single white rose.
fees will be determined later.
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to Anita Realty Co. Lot 3 East y4 19-5-15Twp. Holland.
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Wabeke
Cecil E. Thompson, 35, of 182
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•Attending the groom were
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Charles F. Conrad and wf. to
East Seventh St., was put on a
the AuxiliaryChild Welfare
Neal
King, Arthur Banks Jr.,
Parents
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couple
are
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wabeke
Fred Berghorst and wf. to Roger F. Cole and wf. Lot 1 Blk
year’s probation on a disorderCommittee.
and Mrs. George W. Bauman of David Bauman and Robert
of route 2, Zeeland, announce
ly-drunkcharge. He must pay
On Tuesday evening Mrs. N. Jerry F. Berghorst and wf. Pt. 5 Hope College Add. City of
route 2, Hamilton and Mr. and Schrotenboer.
the engagement of their daugh$4.70 costs, monthly supervision
J. Danhof and Mrs. Edwin Lot 144, 145 Heather Heights Holland.
Mrs. Theodore Goforth of San
The bride’s mother chose a
ter, Norma Jean, to Earl OverWalter C. Van Arsdall and wf.
fee of $5 and no drinking or freSchuitemarepresentedZeeland No. 1, Twp. Georgetown.
Francisco, Calif.
green
brocade satin dress with
beek, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Borr’s Bootery to Matthew to Jean N. Eller Lot 23 Miedquenting places where sold.
at the 5th District meeting in
A brass tree candelabra along beige accessories and a corsage
James Overbeek of route 3,
Shirley Nykerk, 20, of 867
Grand Rapids. Mrs. George Borr and wf. Pt. Lot 8 Blk 30 ema Plat No. 1, Twp. Georgewith bouquets of white gladiola featuring a light lavendarcymZeeland.
town.
James Tallis
West 20th St., was put on a
Kremble, chairman of the City of Holland.
and pompons decked the altar bidium orchid.
spring wedding is being
Edna Bosch et al to James Ronald Eibert Pikaart and wf.
American Legion Education and
year’s probation for careless
for the evening ceremony. White
A reception for 100 guests was
not
but
be
a
bit
saddened
by
planned.
Scholarshipcommittee for the A. Lanning and wf. Lot 17 to Lloyd J. Osterink and wf. Lot
driving and no operator’s libows marked the pews. Pearl held in the Youth for Christ
the
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upon
which
the
state, spoke on the department Broadview Gardens, Twp. 7 DeWent Sub. Twp. Georgecense. She rajist make restitujudgment was based. It reflects Mannes was organist and ac- clubhouseand assistingas masGeorgetwon.
town.
scholarship program.
tion for damage caused by accicompanied Mrs. Ham who sang ter and mistress of ceremonies
Benjamin Altena and wf. to
Chester Wissink and wf. to a rather sorry attitude toward
The next meeting of the Zeedent for which she is legally
“I Love You Truly” and “Each were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
music
and
musicians
—
an
atland unit will be held in the Theodore Baker and wf. Lot 18 George D. Kalman and wf. Pt.
responsible.
attending the
titude
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in
various for the Other and Both for God.” Milliron
Larkwood
Plat,
City
of
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Given
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marriage
by
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fapunch
bowl
were
Miss Kendra
way manifested itself since the
members will enjoy their an- Edward W. Tanis and wf. to Zeeland.
48. of 730 Park Ave., paid '
ther, the bride wore a floor- Johnson and Miss Sharon De
Middle
Ages
(when,
for
examElmer Jenkins and wf. Pt. W^John H. Bouwer and wf. to
nual Christmas potluck.
$79.70 on a charge of driving
length gown of imported faille Witt. Miss Esther Draper and
The Newcomers Club cele- The Retail Affairs committee W^sSEU 34-6-13 Twp. George- Austin A. Walker and wf. Lot 19 ple, the town musicians of Ba- with modified empire bodice,
while under the influence of inMiss Toni Sherd poured coffee.
sel were forbidden to wear
Lake Forest Sub. Twp. Park.
brated its 16th anniversaryat a of the Zeeland Chamber of town.
toxicants.
batteau neckline and long taper- John Bauman and Stephen Bautrousers!).
Raymond DeJonge and wf. Henry W. Timmer to Edward
Others appearing were Lau- dinner party Wednesday night Commerce Wednesday anBut this was not always so. In ed sleeves. Her bouffant elbow- man, brothers of the bride, were
to
Purlin Vereeke Pt. SteW^i- P. Bolka and wf. Lot 86 and pt.
at
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Forno
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in
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holira J. Wolters, of 6289 147th Ave.,
ancient
Greece the greatest length veil of imported illusion in charge of the guest book.
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Holland.
84 Harrington & Vandenberg
passing unloading school bus, the 84 persons attending the din- day vote contest. The leaders
Violin music during the reminds devoted their utmost at- fell from a peau de sole and saPurlin E. Vereeke to Gordon Bros. Sub. Twp. Park.
$7; Dennis L. Boiles,of 316 West ner were husbands as special as of Wednesday morning are:
tin petalled headpiece.She car- ception was provided by Miss
tention
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science
of
music
Larry Van Zweden, Byron Cen- DeJonge and wf. NfcSWV* 31Albert Kraker and wf. to
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to
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speeding, $12; Dorothy Mae and a special anniversaryfavor Veta Dykstra, Hamilton; Kevin
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Michigan the bride changed
Plato weflt so far as to write
Bareman, of 1126 South Wash- was given to each member. Yel- Dykstra, Holland; Laurie Hof- Purlin Vereeke Lot 6 DeJonge’s Twp. Allendale.
Mrs.
Arthur
Banks
Jr., sister to a blue wool jumper with
that
“education
in
music
is
the
Jacob Essenburgand wf. to
ington, defective equipment, low, gold and red were used man. Zeeland; Vondee Vanden Sub. Twp. Holland.
of the bride, was matron of ho- black accessoriesand the orJoel Spykerman and wf. to William R. Craycraft and wf. most sovereign (of the disci$10; Willard Haan, of 946 Crest- as accenting colors with red Bosch, Port Sheldon Dr.; Vicki
plines) because more than any- nor and wore a street-length chid corsage from her bridal
wood. red light, $12; Donald E. lanternsdecoratingthe tables. Schut, Hudsonville; David Lavern D. Edewaards et al Pt. Lots 27 , 28 , 33 , 34, Blk 2. Howgown of royal blue brocade sat- bouquet.
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ard’s Second Add. Twp. Hol- thing else rhythm and harmony
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in accented with a chiffon shoulThe bride, a registered nurse,
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Jack Nash & wf. to Lowell L. land.
ers and fruit and a tiered an- stra, Zeeland, and Phyliss Dye,
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right
mind
Blackburn
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Pt.
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Hudsonville.
Dorcas Realty Co. to F & H
Robert A. De Young, Kollen niversary cake served as decorheadpiececompleted the ensem- ist HospitalSchool of Nursing
Each winner can win only SWi* 22-5-16 Twp. Park.
(Realty Co. Lots 1, 2, 3, 17 if one is rightly trained, and
Hall, stop sign, $10; Adelaine ations at the head table. Minble and she carried and arm at Kalamazoo. The groom atotherwise
the
contrary.”
Though
Cornelius Van Dyke and wf. Brock’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
G. Wieda, Jenison,interfering iature tier cakes were used as once. Each contest is conpleted
bouquet of white carnations and tended Stockton Junior College
weekly and a winner in one to Van Dyke and Boot Builders
Martin E. Low and wf. to we might not fully embrace peach roses.
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purely
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for
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becomes
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decorations
chairmen
and
burg's Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
prudent speed, $22. and threeMiss Carolyn Bauman, the Zeeland Record. The couple is
Elmer L. Crawford Jr. and
day sentence suspended;Sheryl i were assisted by Mr. and Mrs. test. The contests are to run
Howard M. Veneklasen and can but marvel at the powers
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for
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to
Nathan
D.
Dykgraaf
and
Evan Nykamp, of 140 East 14th ^a*e We idem aim, Mr. and Mrs.
wf. to Holland Ready Roofing
Degeneration was not long in identicallyto the matron of ho- 1 Zeeland.
PresidentHoward Kalmink of wf. Lot 111 Rose Park Sub. No. Co. Pt. NEy4SEy4 22-5-15 Twp.
St., stop sign, $10; Guy De David Sohles and Mr- and Mrs.
following however, for under
the Zeeland Chamber of Com- 1, Twp. Holland.
HoUand.
Camp, of mVz East 18th St., Waller Martiny.
committee ap- Bill and Marv’s Turkey Farm
I Inn ft
speeding.
After a brief summary about merce
Howard M. Veneklasenand Roman dispensationmusic in- isolationfrom the Great
wf. to Melvin M. Jelsema and creased considerablyin its con- sations which would guide
Edwin B. Schaap. of 284 East the history of Newcomers Club, pointments this week to implenotationsof amusement and to an understandingof his place “Bought and Paid For” was
26th St., speeding, $17 suspend- Mre- Huldah Bequette,founder ment the work of the Chamber
play on Tuesday, Nov. 24 at 8 wife. Pt. SE«/4 22-5-15 Twp. Hol- thus decreased in its intrinsic
in
| Rev. Olgers topic for his serland.
ed: Jose A. Rozales, of 296 and honorary member of the for this year.
Committees appointed are: p.m. at the Lincoln school gym. Howard M. Veneklasen and dignity. It was against this deHas music the right to expect mon Sunday morning and in tho
Howard, red light, $10; Phillip club, was presented with an enThe cast includes Aung Polly,
generateattitude that St. Augus- our modern world to take it as evening he preached on “God
Civic improvement
Robert
G. Beets, of 4259 52nd St., speed- graved silver dish and spoon.
Lynne
De Pree; Sid Sawyer, wife to Ernest Diekema and wf. tine, in the 6th century, pleaded seriously as all this would sug- is Near.” The Junior choir unPast presidents, Mrs. Robert Bennett chairman, William Vaning. $22; Daniel G. Bakker. of
Pt. NEV4SEy4 22-5-15Twp. HolLarry Haveman; Tom Sawyer,
that music be reinstatedinto gest? (Certainly not all music: der the direction of Mrs. Claude
298 West 23rd St., speeding, $12; Long. Mrs. Edward Jonoski, den Bosch, John Hoogland, Ed
Jim
Smith; Becky Thatcher, land.
the elevated community of not the trite, the badly com- Rouwhorst, sang two selections,
Judith Kloosterman.of 843 144th Mrs. Ralph Lescohierand Mrs. Lamse. Robert Kalmink and
Exec.
Est.
Josie
Lubbers
Dec.
Barbara Townsend; Alfred
sciences as it had been in the posed and poorly performed.) The song service was led by
Jeri7
Huizenga.
Conventions
Alwin
De
Haan,
were
introAve.. careless driving, $34 inTemple, Kendal Dozeman or to Rhine Lubbers and wf. Pt.
And if so, would our modern H. Frericks.
cluding $12 suspended Sept. 1; duced and each gave a talk on Alvin Johnson chairman, and Ken De Bruyn; Joe Harper, WHSEy4NEV4 and N^NEHSEVi times of ancient philosophy
Bruce Alan Van Nuil, of 1055 some of the highlights during Don Van’t Hof. Industrial— Ad- Kent Engle; Huck Finn, Dirk and NM.EMjSWy4 and E%NWy4 as an art that was more than a society care (or dare) to receive The Men’s Brotherhood met
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Borst; Ben Rogers, Larry Hud- 36-6-14Twp. Blendon.
Tuesday evening in the church
which carried within it the munity of sciences?”
Prospective members intro- Frank Hoogland and Norwood
son; Amy Lawrence, Pam PadWade W. Griffith and wf. to
Hubbell.
Shopping
Center,
Gary
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The president, Marpower to move man for good or
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Van
vin Koeman, conducted the
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meeting and Berlin Bosman led
ry Lokers, Ford Berghorst, Kelwhen he wrote, ten centuries
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St., no operator’s license on
°f Adroit,
per. Brenda Le Poire.
the study on I Peter 1. Refreshlater, that “next to the Word Elects
son, $12; Eugene M. Haight, of
prizes_wereawarded to Mrs. ly Yntema and C. Karsten.
On the stage crew are Ranments were served by Marvin
of God, only music deserves
The Teenage Republicansheld Nienhuis.
being extolled as the mistress
a meeting Thursday night at
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from„ * c»r at
Aniline Ave., imprudent speed ?nt* k*rs- Alwin De Haan. Prizes «eT^?I'ry Geerlmgs chairman,
.
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Holland po- seldom considered today, for, for the future of the organiza- home Tuesday evening.Winter
Allen Tornovish, 26, of 617
Midway Ave., was assessed $50
fine and $7.70 costs on a charge
of fishing with nets of improper
sized mesh. Judge John Galien
suspended$30 of the fine on con-
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sound of music to look beyond.
This is not to deny the validity
of the entertainmentquality of
music, for even the most sophisticated mind sometimes feels

tion.

Charter members

bouquets

and

Christmas door

include wreaths were made. Plans were

Mari Bomers, Bill Van Wyke made to have a Christmas potDave Wyngarden, Diane Steph- luck dinner, followed by the

enson, Marilyn Gunther, Tom
Selles, Linda Karsten, Jayne
Tien. Sally Visser, John Otten,
a desire for distracting pleasure, and Mary Vander Leek. An elecand music for all degrees of en- tion was held and Tom Selles
tertainmentought, theoretically, was chosen as chairman;Bill
to be available. However, what
by
in- is too often overlooked
an
musician and non-musician,by
Piono
clergyman, consistoryman,edu„J^. 5.e..“ade !° carry on
cator, and school board memon- ber - is the fact that there is
more to music than that which
meets the superficial,half-tuned
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making of Christmas cookies at
home of Mrs. Henry Elzinga
on Dec. 8. Gifts will be exchanged. Refreshments were
served by the hostess.
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for
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cessive speed, $17; Terry L. ager of the Grace Bible Col- hunting
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Nyland, of 705 Goldenrod Ave., lege in Grand Rapids, spoke Marvin Smith and hrnthpr 1 uMany cultural myths- such a$ great and is being met by study gical seminariesfollowed Augus- Leek was appointed to study As Car Hits2Tr6es
tine's advice. Perhaps music constitutional constructionand
speeding,
and showed slides of the G?ace Harvey Smith of Muskegon leR the myth 11134 3 C°llege educa‘ groups and special programs in
tion is wasted on a girl, still many colleges and universities. would again take its rightful draw Up a t.a.r constitution J”d;th Kfly Bowerman, 19, of
n
aSd^fhpir acr°fs th? C0U,ntry Friday on a hunling trip 10 have not been quelled, Dr. FitzDriver Receives
and lhe,r pastors.Several of Crystal Falls.
Women, Dr. Fitzgeraldsaid, place in their curriculum, and for this Holland-Zeelandorgan- 2216 Lakewood Blvd., was ingerald said. Despite the fact need to be self-startersin seek- some day music in the church ization. The group is being jured when the car she was
Injuries in Accident
that today women have the pri- ing help in furthering their edu- might become more an act of sponsored by Mrs. Marge Van dnving skidded off Lakewood
Harold J Gee st rf
Blvd near 152nd Ave., and
worship and less an irrelevant Wyke and Avery Baker.
vilege of voting and the right to cation.
River Ave w^aicd at Hoh
beC°rae a" aCCredited ,Vaadar Gulfhie are on a own property and many other
pleasantry.
struck two trees at 11:22 p.m.
Although much of the continland Hospital for a laceration Miss Peggv Riech sane tu/n "t”8 lnp near Baldw,inThursday. She was released
And what if our liberal arts Auto Hits Road Sign
freedoms, women make up 34.5 uing education program is
of the forehead sufferedwhen hymns, accompaniedhvg MicJo^ni"1 S3W?fr’ plrate- a one per cent of the students on camcolleges could see music less as
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more
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a
ing treatment for arm bruises.
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p“.y^ of the 1920s. The percentageof thers are the educatorsof men many of them still shrug their
women on college faculties has and also that our society greatAw at 10:30 p.m. wood Blvd. when her car skidHolland police identified the bord from tables6 decorated Sc hTo l^vm A 6 L;ncoln also dropped from 37 per cent
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to 12 per cent today. Dr. Fitzteer services that educated womishap as Carolyn Jongkryg, 46, Mrs. Manley Beyer and Mrs fifth and fourth c, r
th’
and send him off to the liberal- he lost control of his car when trees. She was thrown out of
gerald said that there has been men provide.
he car after hitting the first
a
a great drop in degrees awardt0 avoid hitting a car
issued a ticket for interfering ersma and Mrs. Richard CarThe next AAUW meeting will tn^LC°nSTatT Where’ in,he
tree. The car was heavily
true
19th
century
European
tra-i
ahead
of
him.
Blauw
wL
cited
The general public will have ed to women in all fields except be held Dec. 3lat the home of
with through traffic,
ibichael poured.
damaged. Deputiescharged jier
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Speak Double Ring

Vows

Wed

19 Building

w

K

'

Kalamazoo

Permits Are

/

Issued

7

Here

Nineteen applicants for

build-

ing permits totaling $116,076

•*
1

in

were

filed last

week with

Building Inspector
Streur In

Cky

City

Gordon

Hall. They

fol-

low:

James Dykema, 728 Ruth
Ave., new house with attached
arage, $21,863; Harold Langeans contractor.
Mrs. Jay H. Den Herder,

16

Graves Place, fence, $160;
Witteveen Brothers,contractor.

m
m

H.
St.,

I. Wassink, 17

East

39th

new house with attached

garage, $22,524; Rhine Vander
Meulen, contractor.

Harlan Meiste, Lincoln
ACCEPTS WOODEN SHOES - Mrs. Robert

Ave.

Plaza, commercial building and
J.

Parr from Ft. Richardson,Alaska, accepts a
pair of wooden shoes from Holland’s Mayor
Nelson Bosman to be given to the M
Anchorage, Alaska, Elmer Rasmuson.

wearing a parka made by an Eskimo

‘

woman

.....

featuring natural squirrel
‘ ef furs trimmed with
calf skin and wolverine fur valued between $500
and
(Sentinelphoto)

$800.

offices, $45,000;self, contractor.

Paul Vannette, 62 West
St.,

12th

demolish garage, self, con-

tractor.

165 Persons
Attend Golden
Agers Meeting

Holland Native Tells

How

Alaskans Unite, Rebuild Area

Henry Kortman, 202 West 16th
St., change wood steps to
cement, $17; self, contractor.
Henry Mulder, 84 West 30th
St., additionto garage, $500;

Mrs. Sanford R.
Miss

Zylstra
(d* Vri«a photo)

Sharon

Nederhoed, was enhanced with appliques of
James Sal, contractor.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cor- lace on the chapel train. A pill
one lives in the building, a teleAllen Nienhuis, 826 Paw Paw nelius Nederhoed, 1045 East
box of peau de soie was accentvision station still transmits live Dr., canopy, $150; Ken Beelen,
Centre Ave., Kalamazoo, be- ed with pearlizedorange bloscoverage from it daily.
contractor.
came the bride of Sanford R. soms from which fell an elbowThe Denali movie house theLouis Uildriks, 181 West 14th Zylstra, son of Mr. and Mrs.
length veil of English illusion.
atre which dropped into a chasm St., new ceiling in three rooms,
Harold Zylstra of Coopersville She carried a cascade bouquet
leaving its marquee even with $100; self, contractor.
Friday evening Nov. 6, in a of red and white roses and feathe street has been rebuilt in
Tony Dozeman, 831 South ceremony performed in Kalama- thered
white chrysanthemums.
the Spenard area. The three- Washington Ave., cut in door zoo.
The
blue floor-length gowns
story theatre was known for its way to office, $100; Ray De
The Rev. Harri Zegerius, pas- of the bride's attendants featurelaborateinterior.
Weerd, contractor.
tor of the First Reformed ed controlled skirts and panels
In the hard-hit Turnagain-by- Marvin Lemmen, College Ave., Church of Portage read the rites which flowed from bows securthe-Sea residential area, sala- new house with attached gar- with Mrs. Stanley Nederhoed
ed in the mid-back. They carble homes were transferredto age, $19,802; self, contractor. attending as matron of honor,
ried cascades of blue and white
Holland
Motor
Express,
1
West
nearby areas where they will be
Mrs. Bernard Daggett and Miss carnationsand wore matching
relocated. Several such houses Fifth St., additional roof sup- Nancy Antonidesof Grand Rapsmall round feather headpieces
are blocked on trailersawaiting ports, $800; Elzinga and Vol- ids as bridesmaids; Nicholas
with short veils.
their removal. Other houses kers, contractors.
Van Ryswyk of Coopersville as
A reception for 200 guests was
Jerald Hop, 180 West 21st best man, John Zylstra of Grand
completelydestroyed,
held in Faith Reformed Church
splintered like toothpicks or car- St., cabinet in bathroom, $70; Rapids as groomsman; Ronald
with Mr. and Mrs. William Walself, contractor.
ried into Cook’s Inlet.
Nederhoed, Robert Ter Averst cott of Grand Rapids serving as
St. Francis De Sales Church,
Mrs. Parr added several esand Stanley Nederhoed as ush- master and mistress of ceretablishmentsand houses remain 304 Maple Ave., addition to gar- ers.
monies.
age, $1,370; self, contractor. Organ music was played by
tilted at crazy angles due to
The newlyweds will make their
Elzinga Realty Co., 86 East
legal technicalities. She also
Mrs. John Griffeon. Soloist was home at 572 CrescentAve., Holsaid the future of some build- Sixth St., equipment storage Duane Westrate.
land. The groom is a social welings remains int he hands of building $2,000; self, contracThe bride, given in marriage fare worker for Ottawa County
owners who live out of the state tor.
by her father, wore a floor- and the bride is employed as
Ken Beelen, 195 West 20th length gown of peau de soie
or who are members of corporstaff nurse at Holland Hospital.
St., garage, $1,320; self, contracations who cannot decide whethwith a fitted bodice frosted She was graduated from Butterer it would be better to tear tor.
with peau de ange lace designed worth HospitalSchool of NursS. Van Langen, 248 East 12th
the building down and start from
with a scoop neckline and three ing in 1964. Her husband attendscratch or simply refurbish the St., garage door, $100; Ken quarter-length sleeves. The con- ed Calvin and Ferris State ColBeelen, contractor.
damaged one.
trolledskirt of unpressed pleats leges.
Sid Van Klompenburg, 424
She continued that in some
areas persons were without sew- Maple Ave., remodel kitchen,
age facilitiesfor as long as $50; self, contractor.
Peter Alberda, 255 East 13th
I
three weeks following the quake.
St., new garage door, extend in
Electricity was on in Anchorage within 24 hours after the rear, $150; self, contractor.

“Let’s get to it and build a
bigger and better Alaska,” according to Mrs. Robert J. Parr
of Ft. Richardson,Alaska, was
Mr. and Mrs. Montferd A. Hirdes
the key idea which united AlasA double ring ceremony per- Allen Bruins was best man
kans after the devastating earthformed on Nov. 6 united in mar- and ushers were Russ Hirdes
ing.
quake which occurredGood Fririage Miss Janice Lynn Reus, and Richard Weerstra.
Devotions were led by Klaas day, March 27, 1964.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
The bride’s mother wore a
Sherwood of Hartiilton and Mont- two-piece blue suit with black Bulthuis, president.The proMrs. Parr who was in Holland
fred Allen Hirdes, son of Mr. accessories and the g r o o m ’ s gram consisted of group sing- for the past week recalled quake
and Mrs. Joel Hirdes of route 1, mother was attired in an aqua ing with Mrs. Minnie Rotman events and told of the rebuildas accompanist.
Zeeland.
ing of the area.
dress with black accessories.
Three women from BeechThe Rev. Stuart Blauw per- Both wore corsages of white and
Now eight months later, acwood Church showed pictures of
formed the rites at 7:30 in Al- pink carnations.
cording to Mrs. Parr, downtown
Lunds Scenic Gardens located
lendale Town Hall which was
The couple greeted 150 guests
Anchorage (where sections of
decoratedwith palms, bouquets at the reception in the town hall. in Northern Michigan near Glen the city dropped 30 feet and
of mums, kissing candles, ferns Mr. and Mrs, Larry Hofmeyer Lake. The garden paintings, life buildings fell to the second floor
and two candelabra.
were master and mistress of size pictures by the Rev. and level) is completelylevelled off
Mrs. Henry Slager played tra- ceremonies and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lund, depict the life of and there is no outstanding eviditionalwedding music and also Paul Boeve and Mr. and Mrs. Christ from the Annunciationto dence that an earthquake
accompaniedRita Harthorne David Van Tubbergan were in the Ascension. Mrs. J. Kam- struck.
when she sang “I Love You charge of the gifts. Punch bowl meraad showed the pictures, Business establishmentshave
Truly” and “Whither Thou Go- attendantswere Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. H. De Vree served as nar- been relocated on nearby streets
est.”
Roger Prince and Kathy Reus, rator and Mrs. J. Karsten sang and districts on a temporary
The bride, given in marriage sister of the bride, passed the appropriatehymns.
basis until soil tests can be
Two readings were also given, made to determine if the earth
by her father, wore a floor- guest book.
length gown of blue satin with
For a southern wedding trip, “Cheer for the Aging,” by Mrs. is stable enough to support new
long tapered sleeves. She car- the bride changed to a two piece Jennie Essenburg and “Blessed buildings.
ried a Bible with white and light blue suit with gold trim Are They” by Capt. William
Mrs. Parr went on to say the
Stuart.
pink carnations.
and gold accessories.
five - story J. C. Penney store
The Golden Agers now have
Miss Lola Hirdes was maid of
which was completelydestroyed
The groom is employed at Otmembers from Zeeland,Hamilhonor and wore a pink ballerina
is being rebuilt on the exact
tawa Polishing and Buffing.
ton, Overisel,East Saugatuck
length gown with pink accessspot of the old store. The store
The couple reside at 1811 112th and Allendale and senior citiories. She carried a bouquet of
will be larger than the one damzens from the surroundingarea aged in the quake.
white mums.
Ave.
are invited to attend the meetShe said at the time of the
ings. The next meeting will be
quake, what merchandise was
held Dec. 2 at the Salvation left was salvaged or taken to
Army Citadel.
places vacated by smaller businessmen who were setting up took between two and three
temporary establishmentsnear- weeks* for lights to be restored. Muskegon
Hurt
Hope College’s Little Theatre meated “Androcles,” the story
by. The smaller businessmen, She added telephone lines
was packed to capacity Thurs- of the meek and mild tailor who
In Two-Vehicle Crash
according to Mrs. Parr, have were repaired as soon as posday night for the first public removed the thorn from the
The planning committee of
relocated their shops and are sible. During the initial tragic
A Muskegon woman suffered performance of “Androcles and lion’s paw in the prologue, and
the Women’s Society of Christrying to maintain an active, hours, a squad car in Anchor- minor injurieswhen the car she
the Lion,” one of George Bern- was recognized by the lion in
tian Service of First Methodist Burglars ransacked the of- average business in this interim.
age provided first communica- was riding in was involved in a ard Shaw’s shorter plays, but
the final act; the arena scene
Church met Thursday morning fices of the Edwin Raphael Co.
Mrs. Parr said one of the tion between the city and Ft. two-car accident at 7:25 a.m.
one packed with humor, subtle in which Christians were tossed
at the home of the president, at Roost Ave. and Lakewood buildings which withstood the Richardson.
Friday at the intersectionof 17th and otherwise,and one that to the lions, thereby sparing
Mrs. Abe Severson, to discuss Blyd. Thursday night or early quake is the Me Kinley apartMrs. Parr said there is much St. and Ottawa Ave.
thoroughly delighted the audi- him and his fellow doomed
final plans for their annual pro- Friday and made off with an ment building in Anchorage.
work to be done but the people
Grace E. Smith, 48, passen- ence.
Christians.
ject.
undetermined amount of cash. Now resembling the Leaning are obsessed with this idea of ger in a car driven by Lyle
u
It was the first of three plays
Ottawa County sheriff’sdepu- Tower of Pisa, the building is building a bigger and better
John Renwick, East Lansing
“Christmas
the
Wright, 64, also of Muskegon, ...
World” will be the theme of the ties said a file cabinet, seven condemned and bears perfect Alaska and are to be admired was released from Holland Hos- hls season under the col- sophomore at Hope, amply fillspecial event scheduledfor Dec. or eight desks, and three vend- “x” marks where the fault line for their bravery and courage pital after treatmentfor bruises lege’s new drama director, ed the title role of the meek,
2 in the Educational building ing machines had been forced of the quake struck. While no to come back and rebuild a new of the forehead.
James J. Malcolm, and the en- henpecked Androcles, a man
and social rooms of the church. open. The amount of money
Alaska.
Holland police said the Wright
Mrs. William Orr is general taken was not believed to be
Mrs. Parr, the former Gene- auto collidedwith a pickup truck 1 for another top season at the of less than heroic proportion!
chairman. Other chairmen as- very large.
vieve Mrok of Holland,is mar- driven by Lawrence E. Hettinga, j college which in recent years more at home with animals than
Sheriff’s officers said entry
sisting are Mrs. E. T, Holmen,
ried to Lt. Col. Robert J. Parr, 34, of 742 Park Ave. Police has established a high level of human beings. Linda Patterson
international gifts; Mrs. S. W. was gained by prying open a Hold
a batalion commander in Alas- ticketedWright for disobeying critical dramatic acclaim.
made an attractive blonde manWybenga, United States gifts; service door on the south side
ka. They have three daughters. a stop sign.
Typical Shavian humor per- ed lion in a well designed cosWarren St. John’s 772 led the
Mrs. Rosco Giles, country store; of the building.All offices,
tume, snarling ferociously but
Mrs. H. Ramsey, morning cof- located on the east side of the regular round shooters in the
nicely, and doing the whole
Miss Elisabeth Franken
fee; Mrs. John Kruid, luncheon; building, had been entered, dep- Holland Archery Club shoot
role in crawling position except
Wednesday night in the Armory
for brief moments of two-legElisabeth G. Franken, daugh- Mrs. Donald Kuite, afternoon uties said, and all desks had
while Lee Schuitema’s778 was
ged chasing and a touch of
ter of Mrs. Mary Franken of tea; Mrs. Roy Nelson, dinner. been tampered with, some of
Also named committee chair- them having been pried open. tops among the Chicago round
choreography.
137 West 17th St. and the late
man
are Mrs. Donald Van Kam- The offices lead off a long hall participants.
Dennis Jones made a wonderJoseph H. Franken, is engaged
Other Chicago round shooters
pen and Mrs. L. Dick, decora- and were unlocked.
ful
Caesar, plump and dissipatto James A. Trethewey, son of
tions; Mrs. Arthur Keane, pubA filing room door was forc- were Lee York, 748; Vern York,
ed,
and Glenn Gouwens was
Mrs. Clara B. Trethewey of
licity.
ed open, deputies said. The 698 and Dave Vanden Brink,
most convincing as the tough
406 Elm St.
Members of the planning thieves had chopped around the 610. No shooting schedulednext
short-temperedfighter with ripA February wedding is plan- committeewho attended the lock on the door until it fell week and the next shoot is Dec.
pling muscles whose own philomeeting are Mrs. Bernard out, and then they smashed 3.
ned.
sophies on “turning the other
Other regular round contesShashaguay, Mrs. A. E. Hilde- open a heavy filing cabinet to
cheek” provided some of tht
tants were Dale Streur, 764;
brand, Mrs. Merle Good, Mrs. get at a cash box inside.
best humor of the play.
Jack Kirlin and Mrs. Severson.
A cigaret and candy vending Glen Brower, 744; Ron OverThelma Leenhouts of Holland
The entire Educationalbuild- machine were also forced open weg, 718; Paul Barkel, 704;
appeared as the beauteousLavScout
ing will be converted into a and the coin boxes looted. The Augie Stassen, 702; John
inia, a member of the Christian
“Christmas Around the World” thieves opened a soft drink ma- Mulder, 698; Stuart Harringband about to be thrown to the
The November meeting of event. There will be articles of chine with a key they had found ton, 696; Ron Vander Vliet, 688;
lions, and Rick Reitveld playCub Scout pack 3030 was held international interest as well as in one of the offices, deputies Ron Kootstra, 675; Carol Gras,
ed the Roman captain, in love
Monday evening at the Harring- booths for United States gifts. said.
668; Buck Fannon, 658 and Harwith Lavinia, who pleaded with
ton School gym. The meeting
vey Clements, 654.
her to “burn the incense” and
was opened by Den 6 giving the
Also competing were Reka
save her own life.
flag ceremony and the pledge
Brown, 644; Mary Van HeuveLimitationsof a small stage
of allegiance.
len, 624; Jerry Gras, 617; Joyce
were no barrier to imaginative
Barkel, 609; Ron Pas, 600;
Den 2 presented a comedy skit
staging on various levels, proMarcia Mulder, 593; Jerry Van
and Den 3 sang “I've Been
viding scenes in the jungle, at
Hekkne, 446; Warren Drooger,
Working on the Railroad.” Boys
the city limits with its high436; C. Overweg, 411; Sandv
of Den 4 presented jokes and
way sign of Route LI VI, a waitSchuitema, 396 and Jack Michmagic tricks.
ing room at the arena, and the
CAPTAINS CONGRATULATED - Gene Roth:
country teams. Captains(left to right) are Rog
ielson, 324.
The following awards for
arena scene itself,which pro(left) Grand Haven High School guidance coKroodsma football and Clayton Berry and Gary
achievement were presented:
vided a series of wild chases
ordinator and speaker at the Hope College fall
Peiper cross country. The captains were named
Tim Harrington, Bruce Harring.
Women's Association
even
Caesar’sescape on a rope
sports banquet Thursday congratulated the
at the banquet held in the Terrace Room of
ladder.
ton and Marty Cole, Bobcat
captains of the 1965 Hope football and cross
Durfee Hall on the Hope campus.
Hears Dr. De Valois
pins; Tom Japinga, Dennis
Director Malcolm was assist(Sentinelphoto)
Maatman, Joel M a a t m a n,
ed by Robert Wegter as techniDr. Bernadine De Valois adRandy King, gold arrows; Stuart
cal director assisted by Robert
dressed members of the WomHecht.
MacKenzie, Bear badge, gold
en’s Association of the First
arrow and a silver arrow; David
Presbyterian Church Wednesday
Rog Kroodsma was elected I Cousineau, North Muskegon Suit Fit.” He challenged the
Ringelberg, Bear badge and
evening when they held their captain of the 1965 Hope College senior, Hope’s most valuable
group “to dare to be a some- Gene Emerson
gold arrow; Mark Ten Brink,
November meeting in the sanc- footballteam and Clayton Berry I footballplayer.
body” and to ask ourselves YMCA Secretary
Lion badge, gold arrow and a
tuary. Guests for the evening and Gary Peiper were named
A total of 138 persons attend- “where I want to be five years
silver arrow; Ricky Romeyn,
were the members of the Wom- cross country co-captains at ed the event including coaches from now.”
Gene Emerson, 33, of Port
two year service star.
en's Guild of First Reformed Hope’s annual fall sports banHe told the group to “main- Huron has been appointed genand Hope alumni representing
Church.
Pat Allen was graduatedfrom
quet Thursday night.
10 high schools who brought tain your individuality”and eral secretaryof the HollandDr. De Valois showed slides
Cub Scouts.
Kroodsma,6’, 180-poundZee- several potentialHope students. “stand when moral values are Zeeland YMCA. The appointThe attendanceflag was won
and told of her work in India. land junior, was an offensive
This group of coaches and challenged.”“The future de- ment becomes effective Dec. 1.
by Den 6 and the meeting was
Mrs. Norman Rieck presented end and center linebacker for
Mr. Emerson, a graduate of
alumni included Bud Prins of pends on your decision,” Roth!
closed with a flag ceremony by
the devotionsano* prayer using the Flying Dutchmen this seaDetroit, Doug Waldron, West Ot- said, “and I’m confident you HeidelburgCollege is the father
as her theme “What Is Christ.” son. He has played on three
Den 6.
of two children and has served
tawa; Ray Backus, Zeeland; can accept the challenge.”
A trio composed of Mrs. Wil- years on the Hope football teani.
Dave Kempker, Hudsonville; Athletic director Gordon as physical education director
liam Burd, Mrs. Alfred Kane Coach Russ De Vette made the
Driver Slightly Hurt
Tom Miller, Coopersville;Rip Brewer presided and musical of the Port Huron YMCA since
and Mrs. Paul Van Faasen sang announcement.
1959.
Collins, Grand Rapids Ottawa
Elmira Cook, 48, of route 3,
“Lift Thine Eye.” Greeting the
Berry,
Muskegon,
junior, and Hills; Don Hondorp, Comstock selections were provided by
Zeeland, was referred to her
guests were Mrs. William Kem- Peiper, Montvale, N. J., sophoPark; John Jeltes, Kelloggs- Miss Sue Van Ouwerkerk.
Car Strikes Mail Box
physicianfor treatment of
perman and Mrs. Rieck.
more, were members of this ville; Harry Voss, Muskegon Van Eyl introduced soccer
bruises and abrasions suffered
A car driven by Gall BetterMembers of Circle 3 were season’s cross country team.
Reeths-Puffer and Gene Van team members while Siedentop ly. 27, Of 1140 136th Ave. went
when the car she was driving
hostesses at the social hour with Coach Daryl Siedentop made the
Dongen, Grand Rapids North- introduced cross country run- out of control and struck a mail
skidded into a ditch on LakeMrs. Rieck and Mrs. Jacob announcement.
ACCEPTS
GRANT
—
Dr.
Calvin
Vander
Werf
(left)
is
shown
reners and De Vette, Brewer and box at 605 136th Ave. at 8:46
view.
wood Blvd., one-half mile east
ceiymg a $1,000 grant from D.G. Rector, local representative Boersema pouring.
Also honored at the banquet
of 120th Ave., at 2 a.m. Friday.
Gene Rothi, guidance coordin- Ken Weller introduced the foot- p-m. Thursday, according to
The December meeting will were the Hope soccer team and
of the .ears-Roebuck Foundation. The grant is for unrestricted
ball team. Coaches were given Ottawa deputies. The
Ottawa County deputies said
use in Hope’s educational program. Mr. Rector said that Hope
be the annual Christmas lunch- coach Phil Van Eyl, the Hope ator at Grand Haven High gifts. The Rev. Russell Norden,
she lost control of her car on
told deputies the car o
was one of 18 privately supported colleges and universiUes in
eon to be held in the church cheerleadersdirected by Miss School and former Grand Haven | missionary to Japan, gave the
of control on icy
slippery pavement.
Michigan to share in Urc grants totaling$16,900.
basement Dec. 0 at 1:15 p.m. Daughn Schipper and Tom coach, spoke on “Does Your I invocation.
after a rear tiro

The

Salvation Army Golden
Agers met Wednesday at the
Citadel
iu .....
with 165 persons participatingin the potluck dinner.
John De Kraker gave the bless-
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School En9a9ed Mark

Sunday

50th Anniversary

For 'Messiah'

The Gospel in Brief
Titus 1:1-3; 2:11-14;3:4-8a

ZEELAND - Organist for the
25th annual renditionof Handel’s

Dame
Paul had many devoted
friends, and fellow workers.
By C. P.

Wenda Brink
of the Rev.
James De Vries of Haven Christian Reformed Church of Zee“Messiah”

Two of Paul’s workers he called

The Home

every
|

the

Sentinel Printing Co.
Office 54 • 56 West
Eighth Street. Hoi*
land. Michigan.
Second class postage
Holland. Michigan.

Telephone
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ex

Advertising-

Subscriptions

“my own son.” Our lesson text
from Paul’s letter to Titus,
a converted Gentile, to whom
Paul gave some hard assignments which he accepted and

is

dischargednobly.

W. A. Butler
Editor and Publisher

2

Hope

gives strength. Paul

called himself a servant, that
I is a slave of Jesus Christ. This
2314 meant ^at Christ’s will was

2-23U
Paul's
_ ex
_______
_ _____
_

will.
Paul
______ ____

knew
that
—
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Miss Phyllis J. Brower
The engagement

Lord had given him the task to
for eny error or errors in prinun„
«ny Mdvertisingunless a proof of 'furtherthe faith of God's elect
such advertisingshall have been and their knowledge of the truth
obtainedby advertiser and returned
by him in time for corrections with which accords with godliness.”
such errors or correcUons noted Faith implies trust. Paul proplainlythereon; and in such case
moted the faith of God’s peoif any error so noted is not correct*
ed, publishers liabilityshall not ex*
ed.
ex* pie. God's people also need
feed such a proportion of the entire knowledge The word faith recost of such advertisementas the i . 'T1LagL- f"6 WOrLU
A6
space occupied by the error bears minds US Of OUr hearts, the
to the whole space occupiedby such word knowledge of our minds,
»
» «
•
----We must trust God more and
terms of subscription learn to know him better. It is

-

The Zeeland Civic Chorus directed by Albert P. Smith of
Grand Rapids will perform
Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. In
First Christian Reformed
Church, Zeeland.
Mrs. De Vries is an accom-

of the

Thursday by

New«

land.

He calls Timothy “ray

dearly beloved son” and Titus

Published

lis

of Miss Phyl-

Joanne Brower to Melvin

Lee Elhart has been announced.
Miss Brower is the daughter
of Mrs. Ruby Brower, 665 Butternut Dr., and the late Stanley
Brower and Mr. Elhart is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Elhart of 3405 ButternutDr.
Miss Brower is employed at
Peoples State

Bank and Mr.

El-

hart at Dunn Mfg. Co.
A spring wedding is being
ti£w months. froo^MnJie the knowledge of the truth that
copy. ioc. Subscriptions payable in people need-and the truth planned.

Mr. and

a

have

hope

of eternal

life

iii.7TnUd7m?rT

whifh,(;»d promised and

re-

ex

vealed through the preachingof

favor

2*23ii.

the

wedding anniversary Tuesday La Habra, Calif. There are
seven grandchildren and four

with an open house held in the

the gospel. Paul preached this

.

First Reformed Church af

we

.

Harvey (lola) Hoffman

°f

.....

VI

a

R.

O'-' ¥

Congressman“Jerry”

Jesus. This is the greatest of
all future events. Christ laid

down his life in order to redeem
his people “from all iniquity”
and besides to have a people
whose lives are marked by a
zeal to do good works.
III. God’s mercy obligates us
to serve the Lord. We must always remember that we are
not saved by any of our good
works “but according to His
mercy He saved us.” The words

Miss Bernice Geertman

charge of

The engagement of Miss BerGeertman to Ivan Berens
has been announced.Miss
year reports that in June the
Geertman is the daughter of
House passed H R. 319 “to proMrs. Gerald Geertman of 112th
tect American families against
Ave., route 2, West Olive, and
those who vould force upon
the late Mr. Geertman. Mr. Berens is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
them obscene and indecent ma“by washing of regeneration
terial.” He further says: “It and r e n e w i n g of the Holy Herman Berens of Baldwin
Ave., Hudsonville.
is designedto permit a parent Ghost” deserve attention. The
A spring wedding is planned.
to remove the names of any word “washing” alludes to baptism.
In
the
early
church
adults
member of his family from mailing lists used commercially.” were admitted after being bapAll that is necessary to do is tized which indicated that they
for the family to ask the Post- had renounced paganism and
master-General to notify the accepted Christianity. Baptism
sender to cease such mailing is a sign and symbol. It does
which notice, if not heeded, will not cleanse any one from sin—
result in the Postmaster-Gen- this the Holy Spirit does. God’s
eral filing a formal complaint Spirit regenerates us and makes
against the offender. Unfortun- us new creatures.The Chrisately, the Senate has not yet tian is justified by grace and is
acted upon the House-passed made an heir of eternal life. A
bill. In our judgment, action by bright future awaits all believthe Senate in the next session ers. It wil take eternity to make
is over-due.
us realize the blessings of salvation. Here we should serve
and thus show how thankful we
this

nice

1

PEO Chapter

are.

Organized Here

Two-Day Vacation

Chapter DF, PEO Sisterhood, Slated for Students
was organizedSaturday in
.
..v.Ko Hall
nun on
uu the
vuc vauiHuo
AU locaI studentswill have
Phelps
campus ui
of
Hope College by the state or- two days’ vacation this week
ganizer, Esther Money. She was for. t*)6 Thanksgiving holidays,
assisted by members of Chap- This includes Hope College
ter BW. Holland;Kathlyn Col- which will operate on a full
lins. first vice president of day schedule Wednesday and
Michigan State Chapter and resume classes with the reguKathryn Polzin, recording se- lar chapel period Monday morncretary of Michigan State Chap- ing. Thursday and Friday comj

,

1

prise the traditionalThanksgivFrieda Buys. BW held the ing vacation in Holland,
charter list and read the group Western Theological Seminary

ter„ .

i

will

h2^efnnW Chap e^ tas,!5

n

E

™em;

complete exams Wednesday

n<>on thereby ending the sec-

iL
tt,tann ond acaderaic <tuar,erwllrbh Stephens, Elnine
ri
wiU start
“K
Welch
E. Lub- 7*4^
Q
it “rd quarter
t *1 at
bers. Marilyn Bamborough and
a^1ra.“0nday,a"d thert
Aletha Hildebrandwere
and the initiates were Nita Monday dlr!,u8h Frlday- PreWhite, Jeanne Jonoski, Ger- "0Us.Iy studfntf wcre off on
trade M. Lawson. Jean Kirlin, Mo“a>' and had regular classes
Maxine Clark, Marilyn Mcll- on Saturday.
wain, Mary Emma Young, Lois | The seminary operateson a
Mary Boersma. Janet B. Wol- ^our^uarteryear, the summer
brink, Marian Rocks and Mari* session devoted to field work.

sSlf

i

ry,

m

i
dimits.

j

i^5'

I

I

!

lyn Cox.

Kathlyn Collins gave counsel Zeeland Man Slightly
members and also talked
Hurt in Two-Car Crash
about PEO projects.
The new officers installed La verne J. De Vries, 26, of
were Dorothy Stephens, presi318 West Washington Ave., Zeedent; Aletha Hildebrand, vice
land, was referred to his physipresident; Marian Rocks, recian for treatmentof a leg incording secretary;Lois Boerjury suffered in a two-car crash
sma. correspondingsecretary;
at the intersection of 17th St.
Marilyn Bamborough, treasurand College Ave. at 11:15 a.m.
er; Gertrude Lawson, chaplain. Moncjav
to the

of Scars- Holland.

Meet

Winnie

Holland Youngster

Farabee Follows
Heneveld to Bowl
Ben Farabee will be the second Holland athlete to play for
Michigan in the Rose Bowl on
New Year’s Day.
Lloyd Heneveld, a guard on
the 1947, '48 and '49 Michigan
teams, played for the Wolverines in the Rose Bowl on Jan.
1, 1948. Michigan defeated Southern California,49-0.
The 1947 Michigan team was
unbeaten and untied and won
nine straifht games. The Rose
Bowl win vas its 10th straight.
Jim Jebb, Holland High
coach, played tackle for Michigan State in the 1954 Rose Bowl
against

UCLA.

Admitted to Holland Hospital

the school for the past

Thomas

Oudersluys,

12 years, dealt largely with the 22nd St. (discharged

75

same

East

Set

At All Saints'

Mr. Mulchahey stressed the
financialcost

such an

of

maintaining

institution by citing

SAUGATUCK -

The tea table
annual Christmas tea and
fair of All Saints’ Guild and the
decorationsin the parish hall
will feature a green and golden
motif, arranged by Mrs. John
Kent. The tea will be held
Thursday, Dec. 3, from 1 to 5
p.m. in the church parish hall.
at the

Sought

at

69

Mrs. Frank M. Mattison,

69,

died at her home, 150 West 15th

Questionnaire

Joy,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Huizenga, and to Thomas Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Terpstra.

For

Pension

More than 68,000 disabled vet-

Larry Grassmid plans to en- erans or the widows and parter military service for a six ents of deceased veterans will
month period on Wednesday, be seeing colors when they open
Nov.

25.

their pension checks about Nov-

hues, depending on the kind of
night at the Zeeland hospital.
pension received.
His condition is good and he was
This card must be filled out
able to return home on Saturand returned to the Veterans
day.
Larry Redder, son of Mr. and Administrationby January 31,
Mrs. Lawrence Redder, is en- or, under the law, February
pension checks must be suspendjoying a furlough at his home.
He is serving in the U. S. Navy. ed. However, Robert M. Fitz-

Mrs. Kenbeek gave a book Gerald, manager of the VA rereview at the Mothers Club gional office in Detroit, urged
meeting on Tuesday evening. pensioners to get the cards back
ThanksgivingDay services as soon as possible not to lay
them aside until the last minwill be held at 9:30 on Thanksute.
Each year this results in
giving Day morning.

Everyone is invited to hear
a sacred organ program given
by Herman Vos in the First
ChristianReformed Church of
Surviving are two daughters,
Allendaleon Thursday evening
Mrs. Edward (Ethel) Albasini at 8 p.m.
of Homedale,Idaho, and Mrs.
Seminarian Robert KlingenJ. (Marjorie) Kamps of Holburg will have charge of both
land; two sons, Walter M. and
services next Sunday while
Thomas W. Mattison of Fair- Rev. C. De Haan has a classibanks, Alaska; six grandchilcal appointment at the Jamesdren; two sisters, Mrs. Hantown Christian Reformed
nah Dorgelo and Miss Rachel Church.
Brower both of Holland; two
Servicemanof the month is
brothers, Harold Brower of By2nd Lt. Thomas E. Bush, 79021A,
ron Center and Gabriel Brower
Box C7908, Lowry Air Force
of Holland; two sisters-in-law,
Base, Denver, Colo. 80230.
Mrs. Walter Mattison who made
her home with Mrs. Mattison
and Mrs. Nathaniel Brower of

Ray

Damage

day morning to Nancy

an appendectomy on Monday

Succumbs

specific items. It now costs
$6.85 per day per patient. On
severe winter days it takes 50
tons of coal to heat the 27
patient care buildings.About
7,500 meals are prepared daily
and 3,000 loaves of bread are
consumed each month. There
Work meetingshave been held
are 855 employes.
on Wednesdays for the past two
President Charles S h i d 1 e r months to complete the handiiii-fwlHtti called upon Larrie Clark to in- made items. Also working on
duct into the club Robert Lant- items is the newly-formed eveMiss Sylvia Hengst
ing as a new member.
ning group of the Guild who are
Mr. and Mrs. William Hengst
making things especiallyfor Holland.
of 237 West 20th St. announce
chOdren.
the engagement of their daugh- $150,000
A collector’stable will be feaStall Dies
ter, Sylvia, of route 2, Randolph,
tured by Mrs. Lynn McCray
Suit
Wis., to Samuel Vander Galien In
who has an enviable collection In
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Samof buttons, spoons, ceramics and
GRAND HAVEN
William
uel Vander Galien of Randolph.
antique jewelry for display.
SOUTH HAVEN - Ray R.
A January wedding is being Byl and his wife, Sandra, startTote bags and several new Stall, 85, of Ganges township,
ed
a
damage
suit
totaling
$150,planned.
000 in Ottawa Circuit Court Mon- items will be found among the died in South Haven City Hosday against Maynard E. De handcrafts in charge of Mrs. pital Monday night. A retired

'wm

The sacrament of infant baptism was administeredon Sun-

Mrs. Gerrit Koop, submitted to a stripe in one of four different

Tea

Dec. 3

Must Return

Borculo

Mrs. Mattison

Special programs include occupationaltherapy, recreation,
speech correction,physiotherapy and vocational training.
34th St.; Mrs. Chester Harper, land.
While a good number of the
259 East 11th St.
mentally retarded can become
She had been employed in the
partly or wholly self supportoffice of the F. W. Woolworth
ing, a large number do not get
store for 30 years. She was a
beyond the normal five year inmember of the Church of Jesus
telligence group, the speaker
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
for
said. About 10 per cent of the
Grand Rapids. Her husband
children are mongoloid.
died in December 1962.

Christmas

son.

111.

land “Messiah.”

Discharged Thursday were St., late Monday evening followMrs. George Long, route 1,
Anne Brink, 721 Lugers Rd.; ing a short illness. Born in BlenDavid Hemmeke, 90 West 29th don township, Mrs. Mattison
St.; Edwin C. Redder, 190 East spent most of her life in Hol-

old.

of Cicero,

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Over- ember 30.
Inside will be not only the fa.
way announce the birth of a
daughter on Sunday, Nov. 15. miliar green check but also an
David Koop, son of Mr. and income questionnaire card with

day);

educationaltraining and care Andrew Lamer, 137 Cambridge;
Frank Wright, 391 West Maerose
given the 2,900 children and
Ave.; Rev. Jacob Mulder, 74
adults now being treated. The East 21st St.; Clarence Parker,
oldest patient is 80 years old 1179 South Shore Dr.; Melvin
and the youngest is 3 months Brandt Jr., 494 Butternut Dr.

South Haven

-

Holland Kiwanis Hosts

Holland Hunter

Shot in Shoulder
Harold Vanden Bosch, 25, of
route 3, Holland, was in good
conditionat Holland Hospital
Monday with a bullet wound in
the left shoulder received in a
hunting accident Saturday in
the Pigeon River area north of
Holland.

several thousanddelayed checks
which have to be suspended by

VA

until the cards are returned.

FitzGerald pointed out that
this year VA needs all the extra time possible to process the

income informationdue to a
number of complicatedchanges
under a new pension law. Some
veterans will not be eligible for

a seven per cent increaseand
other benefits unless they
change from the older, so-called
protected,pension plan to a
newer program enacted in 1960.
Complete information will be
found on an instruction sheet
with the card.

The VA Manager cautioned
veterans not to attempt to apply the new benefits when answering the income questions.
All questions should be answered fully, he explained. The 10
per cent exclusion from public
or private retirement income as
well as the exclusionof the
spouse’s earned income will be
figured by VA when the cards
are returned.The seven per

Garmo of Ottawa county, seek- Leslie Stokes. Gaily assorted or- farmer, he lived in the area Vanden Bosch underwent sur- cent increase will be made auto14 Clubs in Area
gery for removal of the .22 matically.
ing damages allegedly suffered naments will be found hanging all his life.
on
tree
branches
along
with
the
in a fatal traffic accident on
He was a member of the caliber bullet which had lodgHolland Kiwanis Club played
M-50 near 9th Ave. July 9, popular net scrubbers.Newest Glenn IOOF Lodge, No. 525; ed in his shoulder. Hospital ofhost to officers and committeeadditionfor the tree are tiny treasurer of Lakeshore Rebe- ficials said the bullet had frac- Firemen Put
1962.
men of 14 clubs of Division 11
The plaintiffs claim Sandra red, green and white boots.
kah Lodge, No. 439, past master tured the bone in his upper left
Fire in Factory
Monday evening. Attending were
Mrs. A. C. Frank and Mrs. of the Ganges Community arm.
Byl was permanentlyinjured
members from Zeeland,Grand
The accidental shooting occurin the accident, in which Mrs. Marge Breckenridge are plan- Grange and of the Allegan
Holland firemen made two
Haven, Muskegon, Muskegon
Rose Hagstrom of Grand Hav- ning an array of tiny tea sand- County Pomona Grange as well red when Vanden Bosch and calls to the Crampton ManuHeights, Mona Shores, Grand
wiches to add color to the set- as a member of the Michigan three other hunters were walken suffered fatal injuries.
facturing Co., 338 West 12th St.,
Rapids, Hastings, Wyoming,
They claim that Sandra Byl ting. Cakes, cookies and candy State Grange. His wife died ing single-filealong a narrow Sunday night and early Monday.
Ionia and Holland.
path. Vanden Bosch was at the
was a passengerin a 1959 sedan will be displayed by Mrs. E. several years ago.
The first alarm was turned
President-elect Rhine Vander
front of the line when the rifle
driven by Mrs. Hagstrom, who Jean Simonson and Mrs. MarSurviving are one son, Sherin at 6:30 p.m. Sunday when
Meulen presided. He introduced
of the third party in the line
was headed east on M-50. The garet Schumacher.
burn of Fennville; two daughsteam pipes apparently overDistrict Secretary Frank StaigA final work meeting of the
discharged.The bullet missed
Hagstrom car was struck by
ters, Mrs. Della Me Goldrick
heated an automatic sprinkler
er of Port Huron who spoke and
the second hunter and struck
De Garmo’s 1959 sedan when Guild will be held on Wedneshead, activating the sprinkler
of Bangor and Mrs. Theodore Vanden Bosch.
led singing.
De Garmo, driving west, drove day, Dec. 2, to set up tables.
system
and turning in an autoEtykema
of
Holland;
eight
vVvl
The guild has a recess during
Ottawa County deputiessaid
.Va"
matic fire alarm.
grandchildren;
14
great
grandEgmond gave the 10 objectives
! aiwe(j
Thanksgivingweek.
the trigger of the gun probably
The second alarm was turnchildren.
caught on a twig, causing it to
ed in 12:25 a.m. Monday when
ol a1 WmiSsl?iD1965 WUh the “ : A consent
fire.
r, 89 was panted Monday in Or- Lakewood PT A Hears
a fire started between the roof
Two Hunting Fines
and ceiling of the building.FireMrs.
B.
Klaasen
Talk
goto TnniJlsary ” ,4. it
1° !!*, T**”
Past Matrons Plan
Paid in Justice Court
men said the blaze started when
was started on Jan. 21, 1915 and naain^
The Lakewood PTA held a
a hydraulic oil line broke above
Holiday Activities
GRAND HAVEN - Two 182i\%5irDetTated
°n Jan' that
Havm
commission
^claimed meeting Thursday evening and
a machine, and the oil ignited.
.1,
l%o in
(heThe*
amouDt
was owjng
year-old hunters, who were arThe Past Matrons of Star of
heard Mrs. Barbara Klaasen,
Firemen were on the scene
state for contributions on wages
rested by Conservation Officer Bethlehem Chapter met at the
visiting teacher for • the West
about 45 minutes as they tried
of an employe, plus interest.It
Harold Bowdkch Nov. 21 in home of Mrs. Dorothy Yelton to get at the fire by removing
Fern P. Barnes
Ottawa Schools, tell of her exwas charged that Jolly was opOlive township, appeared before Thursday night. Mrs. Jeanette
periences.
a ‘Section of the ceiling. Damage
erating the Jolly Midway ServJustice Eva Workman in Spring Vander Ven presided at the busiSuccumbs at 68
was minor, firemen said.
Mrs. Klaasen also told of the
ice at 700 West Sherman, MusLake Monday noon.
ness
meeting
and
it was decided
qualifications of a v i s i t i n g
Donald Lee Brouwer, route 2, that the secretary, Mrs. Nell
DOUGLAS - Fern P. Barnes, ke8°nteacher and the reason for the
Three Slightly Injured
Holland, charged with loaning,

Out

I

™

s“'p-

^

“f

^

Detroit.

">Ss"s.“i/£
SrSi'T
E™.,™ ud
Men WdVr',l«H .V

Hospital Notes

Universitywhere she earned a
Bachelor of Music and Bachelor
of Music Education, majoring
in piano and organ.
She has given recitalsin Chicago and Grand Rapids and has
been accompanist for rehearsals
of “The Requiem,” “King David,” “Amahl and the Night
Visitors.” She served as organist for DuBois “Seven Last
Words.”

Thursday were Deanne Davis,
R.J. Mulchahey of the Cold- 368 West 17th St.; Sheryl Mulwater State Home and Train- der, 200 East 38th St. (discharged same day); Wanda
ing School was the speaker at
Jean Ballman, 429 Riley St.;
Monday’s noon luncheon of the Gerri Sue Vanden Bosch, 538
the Holland Exchange Club. He Chicago Dr. (discharged same
Muskegon tenor, Richard L.
was introduced by the Rev. R. day); Lisa Peck, 131 Manley;
Mrs. Ronald Koetsier, route 2; Versalle, will make his second
Vande Bunte.
Mrs. Leonard Hurley, route 4; appearance this year in the ZeeThe speaker, who has been in
Mrs. Ronald Thomas, route 4;

dynamic of the Christian
life-the coming of the Lord

Ford’s

Newsletter of Sept. 23 of

De Vries

Ham-

Mulchahey

Talks at

don’t even entertain the no- the

tion to restrict this right of
others to impose this upon us.
Nevertheless, there is a limit.
That point has been reached
when the “junk mail” is at the
same time “skunk mail.”

Wenda

Monday the Butlers entertain- plished organist. She attended
Church
ed their family with a din- Calvin College, Michigan State
Their children include Mrs. ner at Jack’s Restaurant in Universityand Northwestern

Every reputable
cpuitiuicbusiness
uuauicas vuucon—
°
—
editorialoffice, And 8race 18 the unmerited faevery person of some promin- vor
sl1()wn 1° undeservence, yes, and even the most *nR sinners. Salvation is a gift
*
lowly “Occupant”receivesits God bestows. The saved people
share of what is called “junk express their salvation first in a
«aau««.
v a JUOb
------ O away
---- /
mail.” It's
just VIJC
one of life’s negative way — turning
little irritations which we have froni “ungodlinessand worldly
to endure and live with in a desires” and then in a posifree country. Not entertaining tive way by living “soberly,
the notion that just “passing a righteously, and godly in the
law” is the remedy for all ills, present world”. Paul tells us of
i

Mrs.

great grandchildren.

ilton.

II. Salvation ,
is through grace.
-----0

cem. every

Mr. and Mrs. William Van The Van Stedums have three
Stedum of 2318 Lakewood Blvd. children, Mrs. Dodrich (Chrisobserved their 50th anniver- tine) Huiner of Cicero, Richard
sary on Wednesday with an of Oak Lawn, 111. and Ernest
open house from 7 to 10 p.m. of Chicago. There are 10 grandin the First Christian Reformed children and one great grand-

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Butler of dale, N. Y., Earl E. Butler
Hamilton celebratedtheir 50th and Clesson W. Butler, both of

gospel.

THERE’S A LIMIT

(ImI'i photo)

(d« Vri»« photo)

is the gospel. Christians

Subscriberswill confer

Mr. and Mrs. William Van Stedum

Mrs. Lloyd Butler

S2*oof

*

will be

De Vries, wife

his spiritualsons— Timothy and

Holland City New*

50th Anniversary

Mrs. De Vries

To Be Organist

Lesson

Titus.

1964

68. of 266 130th Ave., Douglas,

visiting teachers

program

in the

giving or transferringa deer
public school system. She license and seal to Ronald
Struck by Automobile
showed the film “Emotions of Wayne De Roo, route 2, Zeeland,
"pS?
0» Nit-H."
Children.”
Timothy Hopkins, five-year- Mr. Barnes was employed at
Ottawa Sheriff’s deputies A short business meeting fol- paid $15 fine and $7.30 costs.
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles the American Twisting Co. in
DeRoo, charged with attempttoday were looking for an unlowed and refreshments were ing to use a deer license and
Hopkins of 169 East Ninth St., Saugatuckfor the past 20 years.
identifiedwoman driver inserved by Mrs. J. Witteveen. seal that belonged to or issued
was injured when he was stru *k He was a member of the New
volved in a hit-run accidentat
by a car on Columbia Ave. near Richmond Methodist Church.
Mrs. J Hoffman, Mrs. J. to Brouwer, was ordered to
the intersection of Douglas and
14th St. at 1:47 p.m. Monday.
Surviving are his wife, Ida; Analine Aves. at 5:02 p.m. Mon- Schaap and Mrs. P. Jacobusse purchase a license, and also
The youngster suffered bruises two daughters, Mrs. Robert
Jr.
paid $10 fine and $7.30 costs.
day.
and lacerations of the face and (Mildred) Batema of Saugatuck;
Deputies said the
was admitted to Holland Hospi- Mrs. Dale (Letty) Den Uyl of
Two Cars Damaged
failed to stop after the car she Driver Cited in Crash
tal where officialstoday des* Holland; three sons,
John was driving was involvedin a
Rebecca Kline, 22, of 195 168th
ZEELAND — Zeeland police
cribed his condition as good.
Barnes of --Douglas;
C?
Wilbur collision with
V* ill a V
car
Ui u
driven by Ave., was cited by Ottawa Coun- are investigating a two-car colHolland police said the boy
Barnes of Holland and Thomas Phyllis E. Dorgelo, 19, of 128 ty deputiesfor failing to main- lision which occurred at 6:45
started across Columbia Ave.
Barnes at home; 20 grandchil- ! West 29th St.
tain an assured clear distance p.m. Monday at Church St. and
into the path of a car driven
dren; two sisters, Mrs. Frieda The hit-run auto pulled off following a two-car collisionat Main Ave. Norwood Hubbell, 46,
by David Lee Mannes, 21, of 18
Thompson and Mrs. Ruby Flem- Analine Ave. into the path of Division St. and Lakewood Blvd. of 331 East Central Ave., ZeeWest 12th St. Mannes was head- ming. both of Pearl; six broththe Dorgelo car. headed east on at 4:49 p.m. Sunday. Deputies land, and Gerrit Van Haitsma,
ed south on Columbia Ave., po- ers. Frank; Harold and RichDouglas Ave., deputies said, said the Kline auto skidded on 80, of route 3, Zeeland both
lice said, when the Hopkins boy
ard of Pearl; Oeie and Donald and was struck in the left rear. icy pavement and struck a car
claim that they had a green
ran into the street from behind
of Fennville and Jack of New They identified the hit-run car driven by Sue Visscher,16, of
light when their cars entered
a parked auto.
,
as a late model light blue auto. 716 Lugers Ri
the intersection.
died Sunday morning at

“•I

Com- Deputies Seek Driver

STj-ff.

1

*

Richmond.

woman

|

Stanaway, send holiday gifts to
the shut-ins.

Refreshments were served by

As Car Hits Ditch, Tree

—

NUNICA
Three persons
were slightly injured in a oneThe next meeting will be the
car accident at 9:50 p.m. Sunannual Christmas potluck and
day on Uonard Rd. at 112th
gift exchange Dec. 10 at the
Ave. in Crockery township.
Clifford Hopkins home.
A car driven by Abel Gusman.
18. .Nunica,slid on the icy road
Marriage Licenses
and hit a ditch and a tree stump
Ottawa County
before striking a tree.
Walter Lewis, 33, Spring
Gusman and his two companLake, and Evelyn Brown, 42, ions, Pamela Gates, 17, FruitHolland; Terry Gene Boeve, port. and Roberta Dobson, 15,
20, Holland, and Roseann Beck- hpi ing Lake, were releasedafley, 20, Muskegon; Stanley Lu- ter treatmentin Hackley Hospiben, 24, Coopersville, and Paul- tal in Muskegon. Gusman reine Vander Zwaag, 20, Spring
ceived bruises on both knees,
Lake; Duane Ten Broeke, 20, Pamela knee and head bruises
and Harriet Meppelink, 19, and Roberta lacerations on the
Zeeland; Jim Allen Lamberts, head.
20, and Linda Ruth De Vries.
State police charged Gusman
20, Holland; Paul Overla, 26,
with violating the basic speed
and li&n Scouten,21, Nunica. law — too fast for conditions.
the hostess.
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13 Players

Miss Mary

Are Listed

Wed

On Hope

J

AnnTimmer

to Larry J.

Dykstra

Vs

A 13-member squad,

Nighters
At West Ottawa
First

Enjoy

includ-

Decorations

Drama

j*

A Christmas touch was added

entertained 150 first nighters
who turned out despite hazardous driving warnings Thursday

son.

Up Here

Put

Great Sebastians”thoroughly

HoUand High products,
will make up the Hope College
junior varsity squad this sea-

Observe Anniversary

Christmas

The West Ottawa Drama department's productionof “The

ing four

Coach

Is

to Holland today as evergreen

and oth^r- decorations
were put up in the downtown

festoons

evening.

Daryl

Siedentop reports the junior varsity will
play a 17-game schedule, the
most games a Hope junior varsity has had.
Included in the schedule will
be games with freshmen teams
at Valparaiso and W e s t e r n
Michigan and junior varsity
teams from Lake Forest,
Wheaton, Aquinas, Calvin and
Kalamazoo.
The Hope junior varsity opens
Wednesday, Dec. 2 against Val-

DirectorJan Stuckey had the
large cast for the three-act play
well rehearsed as they flawlessly presentedwhat could be called « sophisticated comedy com-

bined with a

modem day

The play was presentedagain
Friday and Saturday in the
school cafetorium with curtain
time at 8:15 p.m.
As the production opens the
audience finds themselves immediately part of the show as
the “Great Sebastian”descends
the stage and uses members of
the audience as subjects for his
mind reading act.
As the play progresses the
principals become engrossed in
their parts and a glow of

junior varsity home games start
at 5:55 p m.

Siedentop reports his club is
•Tagged” but “they seem to be
aggressive.”“We’ll rebound
with most of the teams we
play.”

The decorating program,1
sponsored by the Downtown
Merchants division of the Holland Chamber of Commerce,
follows the same plan of the
last few years, except that it is
being extended in those areas
where new boulevard poles
have been installed on Central
Ben Farabee
and College Aves. from Seventh
, . , decoy on touchdown
to Ninth Sts.
The usual evergreen festoons
are being wound around boule
vard poles along with the red
plastic ribbons to accent the
in
color scheme. Large evergreen
wreaths with lighted candles
COLUMBUS. Ohio-Ben Fara- and large red plastic bows are
bee, Holland senior and starting being hung on brackets on the
left end on the Rose Bowl bound light poles. The Board of PubMichigan football team, served lic Works is supplying more
as a decoy on the touchdown brackets this year for Christiss against Ohio State here
here mas decorations and other uses.
pass

3

1

poli-

tical event.

paraiso in the Civic Center. All

area.

Ben Farabee

j

«/

Win

Aided

j

I

warmth spreads through the
audience. With a setting in

Following a Saturday scrimmage, Siedentopsaid ‘Til have
a hard job picking a start unit
because many of the players
are of equal ability.” All are
freshmen.
Ex - Holland players on the
team are 5’10” guard Jim
Thomas, 6’4” center Jeff Hoilenbach, 6’2” Tom Felon and
6T” Paul Wassenaar, both forwards. Felon and Wassenaar also played football.
Dave Bruininks, 6T” Byron
Center guard, is a promising
candidate. Bruininks was an
OK all-conference selection and
played on Byron Center’s Class
C state runnerup team.
Rich Zondag, 6’6” Randolph,
Wis., product was also a pren

!

Mrs. Larry J. Dykstra

Saturday.

Prague, Czechoslovakiain 1948 iaturday.
shortly after the Communist Coach Bump Elliott, in a post
party has taken over the gov- game dressing room interview,
ernment, the Great Sebastians, said the Bob Timberlake to Jim
a mind reading team, are seem- Dctwilcr 17-yard pass play was
ingly oblivious of the political a ''trailer." He said it had been
dangers they are getting into by designed especially for Ohio
using party ofifioals as subjects State and the Michigan coaches
for their act. Essie Sebastian sent the play in when the Wolvwas played by talented Nanalee erines reached the 17 after reRaphael while the part of her covering a fumble on the OSU

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph De Koster
They were married at

Crisscrossing the intersections

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph De Kos

will be the large silver festoons

ter of 248 Wall St., Zeeland, will

about 18 inches in diameter.

home

the

of Mr. DeKoster’sparents

observe their 50th wedding an- by the Rev. John Smitter.
They have five children, Mrs.
Wednesday, Dee
Clarence
(Julia) Nyenhuis of
day, Dec. 5, appearing at the ?. wllh ?"
‘"T* 'or^la
Zeeland, Mrs. Kenneth (Hazel)
fireplace in the lobby of
„r7ndsm
Warm Friend from I to 5 p
fr™ 2 tok4 P m and 7 t0 9 P m Coy of Hudsonville, Edward De
Koster of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Childrenmay greet him in the
helr home
On Saturday,Nov. 28 Mr. and Julius (JosephineRuth) Meiste
hotel lobby.
of High Point, N. C. and Mrs.
The Christmas decorations
committee consists of Jack' ^ J? “Z®1?1 y d
a B ch 8 Bernie (Eileen) Kuipers of
Zeeland.
Plewes, chairman, Dick Zwiep,
L 0.
.
There are 18 grandchildren.
Keith Ditch and lames
K°sters ‘lave 'lve(I in
Be(,arK Zeeland all their married life.
Mr. De Koster was employed
Mrs. De Koster is the former
at the Zeeland Post Office for
Alyda Habers, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Evert almost 40 years, retiringNov. 1,
1956.
Habers of Borculo.

appearancein Holland

Satur- i ”ive.riary

Hotel

«
T"

m

T

a

1

I

^

^

i
Redan
i

n
ro

husband, Rudi, was taken with 20.
(<U Vrt«a photo)
“Ohio State has such fine lineMiss Mary Ann Timmer. Timmer were groomsmen. Ro- poise and ease by Bob King, a
backers
that we felt we might
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit bert Sluiter and Ted Plakke newcomer to the West Ottawa
be able to fool them with what
stage.
Timmer of 3315 Butternut Dr., were ushers.
we call a ‘trailer’,” Elliott said.
became the bride of Larry J.
For the occasion, the bride’s The plot unfolds as the Sebas“They react so quickly on pass
Dykstra, son of Mr. and Mrs. mother wore a cranberry crepe tians are getting ready to leave
situations,dropping off the line
Milton Dykstra of 106 East 24th dress with matching hat with the country to the great relief
to help the secondary, that we
St., in an evening ceremony per- black accessories. Complement- of their timid and frightened
all-conference selection. He is formed Friday in ProspectPark ing the ensemble was a cor- theater agent Josef, ably played sent our left end, Ben Farabee,
working at center. Another tall Christian Reformed Church. sage of white fuji mums with by Steve Slam. The Sebastians straight down, and then had
Mathematics Professor
man, 6'4” Mike Paliatsos from
The Rev. Leonard Van Drun- cranberryroses. The groom's are about to smuggle a rare Detwiler trail into the vacated
Speaks to Beechwood P-T
Muskegon Heights. He didn’t en performed the double ring mother selected a blue-green and expensive stamp out of the middle when the linebackers; Members of Mrs. William
went
for
Farabee.”
play in high school.
ceremony amidst a setting of brocade dress with matching country when they are detained
Padgett’s Sunday school class Dr. Phillip Jones, professor
Detwiler caught Timberlake’s
Bob Huizenga is a 5’10” ferns and palms. A bouquet of hat and black accessoriesand by General Zandek, who plans
pass at the two-yard line after of First Methodist Church held of mathematics at the University
guard from Morrison,III., while blue tipped chrysanthemumsreceiveda corsage of white fuji
to use their clairvoyant powers being bumped by linebacker a potluck luncheon and business of Michigan,gave a lecture to a
SAUGATUCK
Arthur G.
other guards are 5’H” Jerry and wheat decked the altar mums with white roses.
for his own politicalends. The Dwight Kelley, who had gone for
group
of
parents
at
the
Beechi Thomas. D.D.S., 82. of 3442 66th
Fortinga of Gary, Ind., and while white bows with wheat
The newlyweds greeted 140 role of the general with the
Farabee and couldn’t
recover.
..... .......
....
. kd de,V0TO?n8 wood Parent-Teacher Club on st Saugatuck died Sunday eveDenny Farmer, 5T0” of Cleve- accents marked the pews.
guests at a reception held in force of the military was conland.
Mrs. Stanley Sluiter was or- the church parlors. Mr. and
was .,Malhema.
a?
Hospital
vincinglytaken by Dan ResseAlso on the team are Craig ganist and accompaniedHerm Mrs. Douglas Wentworth served
guie.
Farabee snagged one pass as her theme MrS' Goldie Fox, ticS) New and 0|d in the Early where he has been a patient for
Holleman of Grandville, Ed Kolk who sang “0 Lord Most as master and mistress of cereHumor and excitement per- from Timberlake in the first half president, read two poems about Grades.” He explained why the the Past weekHenveld of Muskegon and Ron Holy,” “The Greatest of These monies.
Thanksgivingand conducted the neWt modem math is important Dr Thomas was born in Lovade the third act of the play for a seven-yardgain.
Borst of Paterson,N. J. All are Is Love” and “The Wedding
Other reception attendants inbusiness
and helpfu| to the children. gonsport, Ind., and has lived in
and
the solution to the Sebas6’3”.
Prayer.”
clude Mrs. Gordon Sluiter and
Mrs. Ida Boyce was named Followingthe lecture the par- 1 Saugatuck for the past 21 years,
tians’ problems is not disclosed
The bride, given in marriage Mrs. Stanley Sluiter,cake cutassistant teacher. The class ents held a work session solving ^as ^)een a dentist for the
by her father, wore a gown of ters; Miss Lucy Hoffman and until the final 30 seconds of
name is “FriendlyBible Class,” problems using five as a base Past 55 years and has Practiced
the production.
Mrs. A.
sculpturedbrocade featuring a Miss Laurel Kolean, pourers;
Admitted to Holland Hospital colors are rose and silver and number instead of ten. In this ,n Saugatuck for the past 21
Ably
carrying
out
their roles
sabrina neckline and empire Mr. and Mrs. Frank Visser and
Friday were Mrs. Katie Schrot- the flower is the
way the parents gained a better years. He was a member of the
Dies in
bodice with a sheath skirt. A Mr. and Mrs. James Hulst, gift with Stanislovskianconfidence
enboer, route 5; Jeffrey Jalving,
Committee
chairmen
are
perspetciveof what their chil- MethodistChurch, a trustee and
are
members
of
the
supporting
court length triangular train fell room; Miss Marlene Dykstra
a lay leader.
Mrs. Adrian (Bertha) De from a back waistline bow. Her and Dale Faber, punch bowl, cast including Sandy Brand as 564 Jacob Ave.; Alfred Free- Mrs. Gladys Mosher, leper; jdren are learning.
man,
719
Gail
Ave.;
Carol
Dillin,
Mrs.
Minnie
Serier,
sunshine;
Groot, 76, of 195 West 28th St.,
bouffant elbow-length veil of im- and Janice Timmer and Rich- Manya, Lynn Bakker as Sgt.
al I
died at Holland Hospital Satur- ported illusion was attached to ard Timmer, guest book.
Javorsky, Walt S e i d e 1 m a n, 1820 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Ja- Mrs. Sue Eastman, sales; Mrs. a
I
Suspect, 111., A. Rusday noon followinga lingering a peau de soie bow. She carried For a wedding trip to Wash- Chris Krauss, Bruce Van Huis, cob Toering, route 1, Hamilton. Ida Boyce, entertainment;Mrs. the school on Dec.
sell Thomas of Chicago; Mrs.
Discharged Friday were Sher- Cora Nicol, devotional.
illness.She was a member of a spiral bouquet of chrysanBen
Shaffer
Shelly
Kolean,
Darington, D.C., the bride changyl Mulder, 200 East 38th St.;
The next meeting will be held
Andrew Jackson appointed
Roberta) Brown of WauSixteenth Street Christian Re- themums and pompons.
ed to
two-piece cranberry lene Laarman, Cheryl Weigel,
Deanne Davis, 368 West 17th Dec. 18 in the church social kitchen cabinet while he was kegan, 111.; Mrs. Paul (Dolores)
formed Church. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Carol Timmer of Grand velvet outfit with cranberry ac- Dave Vizithum, A1 Ver Schure,
De Groot would have been mar- Rapids was maid of honor and cessories and a white carna- Brian Hansen, Linda Locker, St.; Mrs. Ronald Thomas, route room for a Christmas party and president. It was a “b r a i n Warnshuis of Greenville; Gayle
5; Nicholas Prince, 321 Colum- gift exchange. Mrs. Esther
________trust” composed of close friends Thomas of Normal, HI.; Gordon
ried 55 years on Nov. 25.
Bob Slenk and Jim B jorum.
bridesmaids were Mrs. Shirley tion corsage.
bia
Ave.;
Mrs.
Harry
Nelis
and
Nynas
and
Mrs.
Bernice
Rot- 1 and advisers, who dropped in at Flioraas °f Kalamazoo; Mrs.
Surviving are the husband; Teusink of Jackson and Miss
The stage settings were deThe bride was graduated from
one son, Adrian Jr. of Niles; Jean Vanden Brink. All wore Grand Rapids Rapids Junior signed by Director Stuckey and baby, 61 West 14th St.; Sharon man served on the November the White House with great in- Richard (Barbara) Rummer of
Hart; Mrs. Cornelius (Shirley)
formality.
three daughters, Mrs. Tim sheath gowns of peacock cry- College of PracticalNursing Miss Nancy Nor ling and cos- Jacobs, 4329 56th Ave.; Abra- meeting committee.
Hegewald of Grand Rapids;
ham
Saez,
527
West
21st
St.;
(Margaret) Kuiper of Holland, stalette featuring sabrina neck- and will be employed at Pennock tumes were provided by Miss
several grandchildren;one broMrs. Russell Koopman, route 1,
Mrs. Steve (Nella) Pearl of lines, three - quarter length Hospital in Hastings. She was
Norma Longstreetand her stu- Hamilton; Mrs. Peter Kievit,
ther, Clair Thomas of Daytona
Eastmanville, Mrs. Lawrence sleeves and full length skirts. previously employed in t h e surdent committee.
Beach, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs.
270 East Ninth St.; Joe Garve(Sylvia) Van Noord of Holland; Matching bows served as headgery department at Holland
Henry Kuttler and Mrs. Marian
link,
54
West
48th
St.;
Mrs.
six grandchildren; two great pieces and all carried arm bou- Hospital. The groom who was
Biggs of Cleveland.
Mary Peifer, 375 Central Ave.
grandchildren;one brother, quets of white chrysanthemumsgraduated from Hope College is
Admitted Saturday were GerJohn Dykstra of Grand Rapids; with wheat accents.
teaching at Lakewood Public
rit Dekker, 129 East 18th St.;
Car, Pickup Collide
three sisters, Mrs. Anna WaDwanye Teusink also of Jack- Schools in Lake Odessa. They
Robert MacArthur, Douglas;
beke of Holland, Mrs. John son was best man while Rorlild will reside at 603 Second Ave.,
A pickup truck driven by
Vander Laan of Dutton and Martin of Woodland, and Ronald in Lake Odessa after Nov. 30.
John
Bauman Jr, 16, of
The Theological Commission Tina Marie Lewis, Pullman;
Nicholas Prince, 321 Columbia
Mrs. Richard Wiersma of Grand
rural
Holland,
skidded on icy
of the Reformed Church in
Ave.; Mrs. Donald Brunsell, 534
Rapids; one sister-in-law,Mrs.
pavement and collided with a
America met on the campus of
Plasman Ave.; Mrs. Gerald
Frat House Closet Fire
Mrs. Abbie Roelofs, 88,
Truda Dykstra of Zeeland.
car on Beeline Rd. near James
the Western Theological SeminBeyer, 137 South State St., ZeeSt. Saturday. Ottawa County deary on Nov. 19 and 20.
Put Out by Sprinklers
Succumbs in Zeeland
land; Donald Kolean, 203 Riverputies identified the driver of
Mrs. Mary Schultz, 52,
The purpose of the gathering
the car as Richard D. Newville,
A small fire in a refuse closet ZEELAND - Mrs. Abbie Roe- was to consider a number of hills Dr.; Dirk Den Hartog, 486
Succumbs in Grand Haven
Harrison Ave.; Timothy Spaul25, of 4371 120th Ave.
in Hope College’sEmersonian lofs, 88. of route 3, Zeeland, theological considerations of
ding, 2484 Prairie; Shirley KoopHAVEN
Mrs. fraternity house, 119 East 13th died Sunday afternoon at Zee- broad denominational importman, route 1, Hamilton; Bessie
ance referredto it for discusMary Schulz, 52. of 318 South St., was extinguishedThursday land Community Hospital.
Weersing, 127 West 10th St.;
sion, clarificationand report by
Fifth St., Grand Haven, mathe- at 4:15 p.m. by an automatic
She was a member of First
Mrs. Eldon Moodie, 830 South
matics teacher in the Grand sprinkler. No damage was re- Christian Reformed Church. Her the 1964 General Synod.
Shore Dr. (admitted WednesDr. Richard C. Oudersluys,
Haven Junior High School, died ported.
husband, James, died about
day).
Professor of New Testament
Sunday night in Grand Haven The cause of the fire, which seven years ago.
Discharged Saturday were
Language and Literature at
Municipal Hospital where she started in some boxes of rubSurviving are one daughter,
Mrs. Donald Overway and baby,
was entered on Nov. 10. She bish, was not known. Holland Mrs. Jacob (Jeannette) Mast of Western Seminary, serves as 1055 Lincoln Ave.; Harold Winwas born in Grand Mound, Iowa, firemen were called to the Jamestown; one son, Elmer of chairman of the Commission ters, 9151 168th Ave.; Vicki Rotand came to Grand Haven in scene, but the fire was out be- Drenthe; eight grandchildrenthis year. Dr. Donald J. Brug- man, 150 West 18th St.; Carol
gink, Assistant Professor of
June 1961 from Minneapolis, fore they arrived.
and 15 great grandchildren.
Dillin, 1820 Lakewood Blvd.;
Church History and Historical
Minn. She was a graduate of the
Darrel Combs, 205 East 35th
Theology at Western, is also a
Colorado State College of EduSt.; Mrs. Anthony Angel and
member of the Commission.
cation in Greely, Col.
baby, 40 West 32nd St.; Mrs.
Other members of the ComShe is survived by 14-yearVernon De Witt and baby, 2614
mission in attendancewere Dr.
old twin sons, Jim and Bob,
North 112th Ave.; Alfred FreeBastian Kruithof, Professor of
both ninth grade students in the
man, 719 Gail Ave.; Mrs. HenBible at Hope College; Dr.
local school; her mother, Mrs.
ry A. Kortman and baby, 683
James C. Eelman and Dr. VerMamie Wolfe of Grand Haven;
Whitman; Mrs. Barbara Brinks,
non Kooy of the New Brunswick
one brother, Dr. J. Wiley Wolfe
135 West 16th St.
Theological Seminary faculty;
of Stillwater, Okla.; one sister,!
Admitted Sunday were EdDr. Sylvio Scorza, a faculty ward Delke, 2453 William Ave.;
Mrs. George L. Alward of Grand
member of Northwestern Col- Harry Bouwman, route 2, ZeeHaven.
State Finn now insuresmore than
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Schaftenaar
lege in Orange City, Iowa; and
land; Mrs. Myles Runk, 139
8,000,000 cars! And, with us eacli
(Princ# photo)
the Rev. Harry Buis, pastor of
Chester Slater, 64,
car is "No. 1." Why not start enjoyBeech St.; Mrs. George Beuke- Mr. and Mrs. Dick Schafte- Schaftenaar served in the conthe
Reformed ma, 163 Highland Ave^ Dale naar 0f
ing the kind of Famous Low Rates
Dies in Spring Lake
sistory and also for 40 years was
Church of Kalamazoo. The imactive
in
Sunday
School
work.
and Hometown Service that havs
mediate past chairman of the v0eK’r51oocBnCnW00di Th°maS served their 50th wedding anSPRING LAKE
Chester
Nonhof 336 College
neversary this Wednesday with
The
couple
has
four
sons,
Dr.
made people insuremore cars witli
Commission, the Rev. Isaac C.
Slater Sr., 64, 17219 Oak St.,
Discharged Sunday were Timhouse for relatives, Richard Schaftenaar,Stuart
Rottenberg,
pastor
of
the
First
us
than with any other company?
Spring Lake, died at his home
othy Spaulding, 2484 Prairie; frjends and neighbors from 2 to Schaftenaar, George SchafteReformed
Church
of
New
Call
today!
Sunday morning following a four
James Gihnan 30! North 160th 4 and 7 to 9 p mi at their home naar and Carl Schaftenaar,all
Shrewsbury,
N.
J.,
also
was
months illness. He was born in
Ave.; Mrs Carlton Volkema and Mr schaftenaarhas been in of Holland. There are 14 grandpresent.
Bruce, Wis., and lived in this
baby, route! , Mrs. Bert Bazan the awnjng business with his children and five great grandRecommendationsarising out
area most of his life. He had
49 East 32nd StjMrs. Paul
<;tuart.for 19 years prior children.
of the discussions of the Theoworked at the Oldberg ManuLane and baby 2M West 14th to which time for ^ yeai£ he
On Tuesday evening Mr. and
logical Commissionat this and
facturing Co. for 20 years and
? V Mr7noRDna*ld Scha(Jde,ee and conducted a shoe repair busi- Mrs. Schaftenaar will entertain
future
meetings
will
be
referred
retired in 1962.
baby 708 Butternut Dr ; Mrs ness in the downtown area.
their children, grandchildren
to the General Synod of the Robert Holtrust and baby. 182
Survivingare five sons, ChesThe couple are members of and brothers and sisters at dinReformed
Church
at
its
next
ter B. of Muskegon, Donald E.
Elwill Ct.;; Mrs. Myron Folkannual meeting in June, 1965. ert, route 3; Mrs. Gerald Beyer, First Reformed Church and Mr. ner.
of Spring Lake, Willis M. a n d
Stephen L. both of Pontiac and
137 South State St., Zeeland;
Norman L. of Grand Rapids;
Henry Pippel Dies
Mrs. H. W. Chism, 141 East 32nd
five sisters, Mrs. Florence
St.; Mrs. Blanche Mills, 47 RanIn Zeeland Hospital
Murphy and Mrs. Edith Spendolph, Douglas.
ZEELAND— Henry Pippel, 76,
cer both of Chicago, Mrs.
of 340 North Colonial St., died at
THE BIG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
Esther Decker of Mobile, Ala.,
the Zeeland Community Hospi- Mrs. A. Diepenhorst, 82,
Mrs. Helen Graham of Los
tal Sunday ndbn following a
Angeles, Calif, Mrs. Grace Hess
Succumbs on Saturday
AGINT
short illness.
of Antioch, 111.; 15 grandchilHolland Police
He
was
member
of the
Your
Slat*
Farm
Your
Slate Farm
ZEELAND
Mrs. Agatha
dren.
North Street Christian Reformed Diepenhorst,82. of 2284 Lakefamily inmranc# larally Iniuranco
Department and
man
Church and a retired employe wood Blvd. died Saturday evenDeputies Cite Driver
City Council
of the Herman Miller Company. ing at a Grand Haven nursing
PHONES
Dale E. Van Kampen, 17, of
Inc. He retired about 10 years home followinga lingering illroute 2, Holland, was charged
ago.
EX 6-8294 and EX 4-S133
ness.
In establishing the position of juvenile officer on
with failing to maintain an asSurviving are his wife, Lena;
Her husband. Herman, died
25 Wist 9th St.
DAD GETS HIS DEER — Not to be outdone by his son, Lyle
the Holland Police Department, City Council and
sured clear distance after t h e
one daughter, Mrs. Keith (Joan- about nine years ago.
Schippa of 1590 Elmer St., bagged this 12-point, 180-pound buck
car he was driving struck the
the Police Department have taken an important
ne) Nieboer of Holland; one
Surviving are one son, Paul,
Authoriied Represintativei
with a shotgun in the Allegan State Forest Friday morning.
rear of a second auto in front
step in safeguarding our most important asset
son,
Vernon
of Grand Rapids;; of Holland; four grandchildren;
On Nov. 8, Schippa’s ten-year-oldson, Llye Jr., who weighs 80
of 610 Butternut Dr. at 7:15
six grandchildren;one sister, 17 great grandchildren; one
our youth.
pounds, brought down a 100-pound doe with a bow and arrow
1 STATE
p.m. Thursday. Ottawa County
Mrs. Kate De Heer of Grand brother, Clarence La Huis; two
while hunting with his father and nine-year-old brother Kevin
deputies identifiedthe driver of
EXPRESS, INC.
Haven; two sisters-in-law,Mrs. sisters, Mrs. John Jannenga and
near Dunnineville.Since that time the elder Schippa said he has
the second car as Minard J. De
been taking “lots of kidding” about his son's success and he was
Tony Pippel and Mrs. Edward Miss Fannie La Huis, all of
General Offices, Holland, Michigan
Vries, 34, of 585 Butternut Dr.
determinedto get his
(Sentinelphoto)
Pippel, both of Rockford, HI.
Grand Rapids.
•
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Longfellow Cubs

Red Cross Group Views
French Film on Blood
A French film on blood was
shown at a Red Cross meeting
Tuesday night in Hope Church
in connectionwith a drive for
300 blood donors for the next
donor clinic Dec. 23 in Civic
Center from noon to 6 p.m.
The foreign film traced the
history of blood transfusions
which originated in France
well over 150 years ago and
was outlawed by Parliament as
too dangerous for well over a

Awarded Honors
Cub

Scout Pack 3055 of Long-

fellow School held its regular

center should notify his home

pack meeting

Red Cross office immediately
that the necessary paper
work can be done. Otherwise
the patient would be charged
for the blood. She said paper

last

Thursday in

the Longfellow School gym,

so

with Cubmaster Roger Knoll in
charge.

The meeting was opened by
9, Mrs. Alan Hemwall, Den
Mother. Mrs. Bosch and Mrs.

credits between regional center
and individual hospitals or or-

Den

ganizationsare eventuallybalanced out with unit exchanges.
Lugten's Den 8 presented a
“It’s complex, but it works,”
comedy skit about the Pilgrim’s
she said.
Landing. Henry Maentz made
Dr. 0. van der Velde, originan inspection of uniforms.
ator of the Holland blood cencentury.
In keeping with the month’s
The film, an animated car- ter and medical director for the
theme of “Cub Scout Genius,”
toon production, traced the his- county prgram, emphasized
each Cub member had been
toi7 of blood types the scien- the great service blood donors
given prior to the meeting a
tific breakthroughsand the con- give for their fellow men.
“genius kit.” The Cub was to
Bruce M. Raymond, who ditinuing new discoverieswhich
make' anything he wished from
make the blood miracle of yes- rects the blood program in Otthe things he was given.
terday a routine function today. tawa county, said the county is
Awards were given to the folMrs. Doris Fishbeck, field being reorganizedinto five reSUCCESSFUL HUNTERS
Mr. and Mrs.
his at 5:30 p.m. Lokers also shot a bobcat on
lowing: First year Cubs, Curtis
representativeof the Lansing gions instead of six, mostly on
opening day, Saturday, Nov. 14. The Lokers
Gerald Lokers of 210 East 15th St., shot these
Peters, first place; Scott and
were hunting with Mr. and Mrs. John Boeve of
Regional Blood Center which a telephoneexchange basis.
deer while hunting near Crystal Falls in MichiDan Bossardet,tie for second
Zeeland. Boeve also shot a six point buck 15
gan’s Upper Peninsula on the opening day of
services 36 counties including Centers hereafter will be in
place; Mark Harthora, honorminutes after the season opened. Mrs. Lokers
the season. Mrs. Lokers shot a six-pointbuck
Ottawa county, explained opera- Holland, Grand Haven, Zeeland,
able mention; second year Cub
used
a
30-30
gun
while
Lokers
used
a
300
rifle.
while Lokers got a four-pointer.Mrs. Lokers
tions of the center which sends Coopersvilleand Hudsonville.
Scouts,
Ron Osterbaan, first;
(Sentinelphoto)
shot her buck in the morning and Lokers shot
out three mobile units a day to Each region will have a chairTom Steggerda,second; David
all parts of the region, return- man with subchairmen in smallHill, honorable mention; third
Lowell Winne, Kirby Gooding,
ing all blood to Lansing to be er areas, all with the purpose
year Cubs, Mike Nienhuis, first;
Tom Gooding,Albert Wightman,
processed and then dispensed of recruiting donors.
Kevin Coumhan, second; Doug
Harold Bartholomew,Allen
Mrs. Jeanette Cranmerof
to 78 hospitals according to
Padnos, honorable mention.
The
Lakeshore
Farm
Bureau
Holland has been appointed
Tourtellote. Donald and Gerald
need.
Don Van Duren and Bernard
DiscussionGroup met in the Hutchins, Jerry Arnett and StanNo charge is made for blood, county blood chairman.
Ebels were the judges.
By Willis S. Boss
On display was a tiny Christ- home of Mr. and Mrs. William ley Sharp went north deer huntbut it costs the Red Cross more
Bobcat pins were awarded to
County Extension Agent, 4-H
than $6 a unit. Hospitals charge mas tree loaded with Christmas Van HartesveldtJr. In Fenn- ing.
David Pate and David MeThe Rev. and Mrs. Douglas
a fee for administrationwhich angels which will be given to
We have completed the 4-H Neely. The closing was in
ville Saturday evening. There
Meland and family of Brazil, conservation program at the
includes careful and lengthy donors reporting at the Dec. 23
charge of Mrs. Julius Holt’s
clinic.Theme of the coming were 15 members present.
Rev. and Mrs. Holman Johnson
laboratoryanalysis.
Bursley School during this past Den 4.
Mrs.
Otto
Chase,
chairman
of
of Camp Barakel Fairview and
It was pointed out that the Holland clinic will be “Be an
the group called the meeting to Miss Kathy Fleming of Wheaton week. Following is a list of win. Give Blood.” At the
price of blood from commercial Angel
blood banks runs from $25 to angel's heart is the blood drop order. The salute tothe flag was College, Wheaton, III., were ners according to their rooms: Strike Talks
repeated.Prayer was given by guests of their parents, Mr. and Mr. Boone’s room
Sharon
$60 a unit. If all blood used in donor pin.
John Owens, new Red Cross Mrs. Walter Wightman. Mrs. Mrs. Clinton Fleming for the Beyers, Judy Billinsky,Jan In
Ottawa county last year were
Jenison, Gary Ten Brocke, and
“purchased” at the rate of $25 field representative for 16 coun- Wightman also gave reports of week end.
a unit, the total would exceed ties in mid-lower peninsula of the Women’s Auxiliary meeting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wolter room honors to Tom Wilcox and
GRAND HAVEN (UPI)
the entire county Red Cross Michigan, was introduced at at Dorr and the Women’s meet- of Danville, 111., came Saturday Dennis Randel; Mrs. Phelan’s Union and management repreTuesday’smeeting. County ing at the annual Farm Bureau night in their new Dodge Mobile room — Kevin Rodibaugh, Den- sentatives of the Gardner-Denbudget.
M r s. Fishbeck emphasized Chairman Wilbur Cobb presid- Convention in Lansing. Otto Home to visit her cousin and nis Brandt, Steven Sikkema, ver Co., Grand Haven’s largest
Chase, discussionleader, lead wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. Serene Colleen Prasch, and room honany local person receiving ed. A coffee hour followed
employer, where a strike has
blood in a hospital outside the the chapter house next to Hope the discussion about “Inspection Chase. The Wolters expect to ors to Linda Medema and Ken
of Meat.” Walter Wightman travel the southwestern states Hadaway; Mrs. Jongekryg’s been under way since Nov. 3,
36-county region of the Lansing Church.
will meet again Dec. 2, it was
about “Price Processing of this winter.
room — Richard Evans, Cindy agreed after a session Tuesday.
Apples.”
BAGS 10-POINT BUCK — Bert Lubbers,of Hamilton, shows
Word has been received here Hartman, Billy House, Debra
announce the birth of a daughThe meeting Tuesday was efThe Rev. Douglas Meland, by relatives that Mr. and Mrs. Van Alten, and room honors to
the 10-point buck he shot last Saturday afternoon south of Hamilter, Melva Louise, on Thurs- who is associated with the Wyfected by Jerry Ford, state
ton. The buck, whose antlers spread 19 inches, weighed 200
Roy Ives of El Rancho Village Bob Rodgers and David Demplabor mediator and William pounds field dressed. Lubbers hit the deer in the right shoulder
cliffe Bible Translators, Inc., in Bradenton, Fla., will celebrate
Mr. and Mrs. Ray J. Maat- day at Holland Hospital.
sey.
(Sentinelphoto)
man returned recently from Pastor Dale Visscher of the Brazil told of and showed color- their 50th wedding anniversary Winners in Mrs. Vander Kool’s Reinke, federal mediator, both from a distance of 75
of
Grand
Rapids,
and
was
the
ed
film
of
his
work
among
the
New York where they were vis- Baptist Church spoke on “Peter
on ThanksgivingDay. Mrs. Ives room are Craig Elsen, Tim
first since the strike began.
Indians there. Rev. and Mrs.
itors of their grandson, Ronald
and Cornelius” at the Sunday Meland and family have been in is the former Ruby Wightman Layle, Victoria Stevens, Marcia
In addition to the 380 union
Raalte
Kaper and family.
Slager, and room honors to
morning service. Special music Brazil as missionariesfor the of this area.
workers, members of the InterMr. and Mrs. Harold Brink
Kathy Baareman and Sherry
was brought by Patty, Wanda, past five years. They expect to
Skit
national Association of Machinspent last Friday in Chicago
Eppink; Mrs. Busscher’s room—
and
Shirley Bradford; they be in the states a year before
ists, Local 1503, AFL-CIO, insightseeingin the downtown
sang, “Jesus Bids Us Shine.”
First Nancy Tigahon, Mary Parm, volved, the company also has
The November meeting of the
returningto Brazil.
area.
Karen De Looff, Kathy Dinger,
At the evening service, PasVan
Raalte School Cub Pack
Ganges
Home
Club
held
the
The
Holland
.
Zeeland
Family
Pastor Ralph Ten Clay conand room honors to Cathy Eme- 200 white collar workers.
tor Visscher spoke on “Two Buts
opened
Monday night at the
annual Guest Night Saturday
The
chief
issue
is
the
union
ducted both services on Sunday
YMCA will again hold a prelander and Karen Fulscher.
Noman.” Special music was evening in the social room of
school with a presentationby
in the Hamilton Reformed of
demand
for
a
union
shop.
These members will exhibit
ski course with the classes beby Miss Mary Voorhorst who the Ganges Methodist Church
Mrs. Joan Strabbing’sDen 3.
Church. In the morning, he
Brice Maddox, general manaat the County Achievement Day
played two piano solos.
ing held at the Holland High Cubmaster Jerold Strabbing welwith
dinner
at
5:30,
which
was
spoke on “Christ - Controlled
ger of the company, reported
The Young People’s Group prepared and served by the
HAMILTON dramitiza- to be held in April, in competicomed the guests and presented
Concern” Special music was by
that no progress resulted from School.
tion
with
the
other
schools.
met Sunday evening studying W.S.C.S. of the church. Mrs. tion of Wilkie Collins’ great
Ken Vos will be the instruc- the new den mothers to the
the adult choir. The evening
the
Tuesday
meeting.
Psalm 10. They will be begin- Roy Nye was hostess. The mystery novel, “The Moon- Judging days for other schools
message was entitled “The
Frank Radakovicz, union re- tor for the classes. This pro- Pack,
ning a new series of study, be- tables were decorated in keep- stone,” is currentlybeing pre- will be Allendale School — Dec.
gram is planned to tie in with
Bowls of God’s Wrath.” The
Seven boys were welcome as
ginning Sunday with Mr. and ing with Thanksgiving.Follow- sented in Hamilton High 3; Alward School — Nov. 30 in presentative, said “anytime we the beginnerslessons which will
Young People’s Choir sang at
Bob
Cats. These were Martin
the afternoon; Jenison Public- can meet together, I consider
Mrs. Robert Oetman as spon- ing the dinner the president Mrs. School by the Senior Class.
be offered by the “Y” in Jan- England, Doug Nuismer, Kevin
thU gprvice
we
are
making
progress.”
sors. Special music was present- J. Serene Chase gave the welThe play opened Tuesday with Dec. 1 and 2. Exhibits will be on
uary at the Carousel Mountain Terpsma, Mike Schutt, Randy
The Senior C.E. was in charge
ed by Steve Jacobs who played come to the guests which in- approximately 300 in attend- display for the general public
Lodge. Further information on Schipper, Danny Me Allister
of Ellen Lugten and Rosemary
to see during these times.
a cornet solo.
cluded the husbands of the mem- ance. It will also be presented
the regular ski classes will be
Lugten who led on the topic,
and Scott Behrmann.
Prayer meeting will be held bers. The response was given Thursday and Friday evenings
announced later.
“The Kingdom is Proclaimed.”
Mrs. John De Haan talked
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Smalletonight at the home of Mr. and by Orrin L. Ensfield. Mrs. Alva at 8 p.m.
The pre-ski class will be a
The Convalescent Homes were
Seminarian Joe Tuininga had
briefly
about the den advancegan
of
Hudsonville
will
accomMrs. Robert Bradford.
Taking part in the producHoover presented the Religious
visited on Tuesday by the Juncharge of both services here conditioning course which will ment charts that indicate the
pany
four delegates from OttaSpecial music Sunday in the Thoughts.
tion ar Marlene Bouwman, Gloinclude lectures and films and
ior Sunday School Department.
Sunday.
progress each boy maintains.
Baptist Church will be brought
The vice-president,Mrs. Clare ria Sternberg, Mike Zalsman, wa County to attend the Interspecial
pre - season exercises.
Mrs. Fred Smit is in the
Mrs. Andrew Van Dyke visitAwards were then presented by
by Gilbert Van Wynen of Hol- Arnold then introduced Mrs. Lynn Koop, Linnay Lokers, Lar- national Livestock Show from
The course is planned for beParkview ConvalescentHome in
Nov.
30 to Dec. 2. This will be ed Mr. and Mrs. Albert BlauwMr.
Strabbing to Garry Huizen
land.
Irving Wolbrink who presented a ry Tucker, Norm Mol, Bruce
ginners and advanced beginZeeland,
kamp Sunday.
for a gold and silver arrow for
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Strabbing miscellaneousprogram of songs, Volkers, Elizabeth Ames, Nancy during the same time as the
Douglas De Jong of Grand
A farewell was given last ners.
were Friday evening dinner salute to the flag, a reading by Brink, Joanne Meyer, Vern National Club Congress and delThe first session will be held the Wolf rank, a Bear award
Rapids and Nelson Murphy, a
egates will tour Chicago, visit Thursday afternoon and evenguests in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman “Bless- Bush, and Duane Joostberns.
Thursday,
Dec. 3 with two oth- with a gold arrow. Jack StrabbHope College student from Tucthe Internationa) Livestock ing for Mrs. Hooker, wife of er sessions following on Dec. 10 ing received his Bear award
Mrs. Robert Timm.
ings
of
Thankfulness”
and
a
When
Col.
Herncastle,
a
proson, Ariz., were Sunday guests
The Rev. Warren Burgess monologue by Mrs. Orrin Ens- fligate Englishman, pillaged the Show, the Chicago Board of the late Rev. Hooker. Refresh- and 17. Payment for the classes and a gold and silver arrow.
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard BrowTrade and a horse show. The ments were served.
spoke on “My Director” at the field.
The skit for the night was
famous “Moonstone” from a
and registrations must be in
er. Doug is a former member
expense of this trip is sponsorThanksgiving services will be
morning
service
in
the
Haven
performed
by Mr. Frelander’s
The
next
regular
meeting
of
the
“Y”
office
by
noon,
Wedsacred
Hindoo
temple,
his
life
of Haven Church while his faReformed Church. The Senior the Home Club will be in the was made a constant torment ed by businesses in Ottawa held Thursday morning with nesday, Dec. 2.
Den 6. It was entitled “The
ther, the Rev. S. C. De Jong,
Rev. Spoelstrain charge.
choir, under the directionof home of Mrs. Kerneith Van by the pursuit of Brahman County.
Further information can be Great Cub-O-Vac” and included,
was Pastor there.
Mrs. Minnie Troost, Mr. and secured by calling the Holland- Ricky Davis, David Johnson,
Wayne
Tanis,
sang
a
ThanksLeeuwen
on
Friday,
Dec.
4.
priests
who
had
doubly
sacriMr. and Mrs. Addison LehThe council voted at the last Mrs. John Vander Wal, Mrs. Zeeland Family YMCA, Mon- Danny Frelander,Kris Johnson
man entertainedseveral rela- giving hymn. The Sacrament of Miss Karen Margot, daughter ficed their caste in their mission meeting
not to hold a meeting Jennie Ringerwole, Mrs. Henry
Baptism
was
administered
to of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Margot
day through Friday from 9 and Greg Steffens.
of vengeance— first, by crossing
tives in their home on Sunday
in December. The next regualr Ver Hage and Mrs. Herman
Layne
Allan,
son
of
Mr.
and
of
this
area,
is
one
of
500
Westa.m. to 5 p.m.
afternoon.Present were Mrs.
the sea and secondly in disguisGames were arranged b y
meeting will be held on Tues- Loeks, all of Hudsonville,and
Lohman’s father, Julius Nyhuis, Mrs. Neal Brower; Julie Ann, ern Michigan University seniors ing themselves as pariahs.
Mrs. Me Allister’s Den 1. Each
day, Jan. 5. This will be in the Mrs. Koster of Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mor- boy then presented his Pack
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Klein* daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene who are preparing to become The manner in which the
form of a dinner meeting when spent last Wednesday afternoon
Immink;
Brent
William,
son
of teachers by taking part in the
lock of 141 West 19th St. are
heksel, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Colonel evades his pursuersand
projects for review. After severnewly elected members to the at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
leaving for Pontiac today to
Gunneman,and Mrs. Harry Rig- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lugten. student teaching program in ultimately passes on to his incouncil will be honored as well
The
RCYF
met
preceding
the schools throughout Southwestern
John Loeks.
spend the holidays with their al announcements the meeting
terink.
nocent niece this heritage of
as those retiring from office.
evening
service
with
the
followMichigan.
Miss
Margot
is
stuMrs. Effie Bosch returned daughter and family, Mr. and, was closed by the cubs of Mrs.
Seminarian John H. Boer was
horror and the consequentdahBalloting for council members
from the hospital last week Mrs. Charles Thomson.
in charge of both services in ing young people in charge: dent teaching in the second gers that assail her, is depicted
Schutt’s Den 2.
continues and all ballotsmust be
the local Christian Reformed Linnay Lokers, Kirk Van Or- grade at Cedar Street School in in this mystery dramatization.
Tuesday and is now staying
in by Dec. 10. As of Nov. 20 Mrs.
Church on Sunday. In the morn- der, Mary Voorhorst, Peggy Paw Paw. She is a graduate of
with her daughter, Mrs. Boyd
LaDeane Sichterman was leadTimm,
and
Jack
Ziel. They pre- South Haven High School. Her
ing Mr. Boer spoke on “From
Mackus.
ing over Roland Reed and Hensented a Thanksgivingprogram. activities at
include Four
Guilt to Grace.” Baptism was
The Jubilairesquartet will
ry Modderman of Coopersville;
administeredto the infant chil- Each member was asked to par- Kappa Phi Methodist sorority,
present a sacred concert in the
Gerrit Berens was leading over
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Larry ticipate by answering roll call Kappa Delta Pi, honohary edu- Places
Mrs. Sierd Spoolstra in the Hud- Hudsonville High School auditorcation
fraternity
and
Ernest
with
Thanksgiving
poem,
Haverdink and Mr. and Mrs.
ium Sunday evening at 9 p.m.
thought, or story.
Burnham house council.
GRAND HAVEN - Grand sonville District;in the Holland The program is sponsored by
Jay Schreur.
Miss Ruthanna Carol Alexan- Haven State police are investi- DistrictMrs. H. Grover was
The topic at the
serIn me
in
the evcuiuB,
evening, mi.
Mr. duci
Boer
— - evening
------ o «'•*the Zutphen Young People’s
der,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. gating four breakins which oc- leading over Mrs. E. Warsen.
chose the topic, “Blessedare the Vlce was The Anointment.” A
group.
Meek
vocal duet was sung by the Ver Henry C. Alexander, has been curred Tuesday night, all in the
The council announces that
The worship services in the
of Forest Grove initiated into the Mu Phi Ep- 1600 block on Marion St.
the new plat books will be avail- Son of Local Residents
silon,
National
Music
Sorority
The
same
pattern
of
entry
Christian Reformed Church will Keform®d Church.
Consistory members elected Miss Alexander is a Junior in was followed in each case by able the first of the year.
To Preach in Leiden
be in charge of the Rev. J. H.
Brink, Pastor of the Sixteenth at the congregationalmeeting the School of Music at the Uni- breaking the window in the
versity of Michigan.
front door. At the Grand Trans- Holland Sanitarian
A son of a local couple has
St. Christian Reformed Church last week in Haven Church
Mrs.
Carl
Scurio
was
the formers Inc. and the Vanco
were
as
follows:
Elders,
Floyd
been invited to conduct serof Holland next Sunday.
Registered
by
State
vices on Thanksgiving Day in
The annual ThanksgivingDay Kaper, Marvin Klokkert, and guest of honor at a pink and Products, nothing was reported
blue shower in the home of Mrs. missing although the places had
service will be held on Thursday Peter Roon; Deacons, Wallace
Sam Stephenson,head of the Leiden, The Netherlands, at
morning at 9:30 and will be Kempkers, Robert Payne and Donald Scurio Saturday eve- been ransacked.
Department of Environmental Pieterskerk,a place close to
ning. Those present were Mrs.
At the Beacon Steel Supply Health, has been registered as where the Pilgrimslived, workconducted by the Rev. John John Veldhoff.
ThanksgivingDay sen-ices Bernard Fosdick, Mrs. Michael Co.. $16.25 was taken out of a a sanitarian in Michigan under ed and worshipped in self-imMedendorpof Zeeland.
will
be held in both the Re- Piantek, Mrs. Robert Thompson cash box and at the Franklin a new act passed by the legisla- posed exile for 11 years before
Mrs. Dale Maatman was hosformed
churches on Thursday. of Fennville, Mrs. Larry Phil- Press approximately $15 was ture the past year.
tess last Thursday morning at
sailing on the Mayflower.
Hugh Wassink left by train lips, Miss Karen Larsen of taken from a cash box in a
a get-acquainted coffee in honor
He is the Rev. David A. Bos,
In addition to having a bacheof Mrs. Ruth Timm, Mrs. Gail Friday morning for Chicago Douglas and Estelle Scurio of desk drawer.
lor’s degree and three years of son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin D.
Long, and Mrs. George Graves where he spent the weekend Ganges.
experience,a sanitarianto be Bos of 146 East 25th St.
Miss Shirley Baker, daughter
of Abilene, Kans., who are visit- V'11*1 Arlyn Lehman and Loren
Hunting Fines Paid
registered must pass the AmerRev. Bos who is pastor of the
ing for several weeks at the Header who are attendingAl* of Mr.and Mrs. Robert Baker of
GRAND
HAVEN
James N. ican Public Service exams. Ste- First Presbyterian^Church of
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tech Trade School in Chi- this area and who is a student Ballard, 28, and John Rogers, phenson has had 17 years of ex- Clean, N.Y., an African FulTimm. Mrs. Long and Mrs. i ^a8°- He returned home Sun- at WMU in Kalamazoo has been 25. both of Grand Haven paid perience in public health, 10 in bright scholar, .hasten given
pledged to Alpha Pi chapter of
Timm are the mothers of Mr. day evening.
$25 fine and $7.30 costs each in the Upper Peninsula, two in a leave of absence to study in
Harlan Scholten, Donald Kappa Phi, the national organi- Justice Eva Workman’s court Allegan and five in Holland.
and Mrs. Robert Timm and Mrs.
Leiden.
Graves is the 91-year-old grand- Rienstra, Kenneth Gunneman, zation for Methodist University Tuesday night on charges of
Roger Stroh, another sanitarThe service is sponsored by
women.
mother of Mrs. Robert Timm. and Jarvis Brink drove to Valtransporting a loaded gun in a ian with the local department, the United States Education
Miss Nancy Chase spent the
Also present at the coffee were paraiso. Ind., on Sunday to viscar. They were arrested Sun- also has qualified for registra- Foundation in Leiden.
weekend
with her parents, Mr.
it
Kenneth
Lohman
who
has
Mrs.
Henry
Strabbing,
4VAI
a* Alvlli
J UlA
(«UlSlA4£)fMrs.
•
***"
lido
day by Conservation Officer tion. He has been informed he
and
Mrs.
Otto
Chase.
Miss
Toni
Harold Dangremond,Mrs. Ber- 1)6611 hospitalized for several
Harold
Bowditch in Robinson has passed the examination and
Ticketed After Crash
nard Voorhorst, Mrs. Warren W66ks in Porter Memorial Hos- Nye and Miss Kathy Hall ac- township.
is awaiting official word on regcompanied
Nancy
home
as
her
Ottawa County deputies ticketpital
in
Valparaiso
due
to
injuBurgess and her mother, Mrs.
istration.
ed Minard J. De Vries, 34, of 585
ries received in a truck acci- guests. The girls ail attend
Wright of Grand Rapids.
DavenportBusiness College in Eighteen Donors Agree
Lakewood Blvd., for interfering
Several Hamilton families dent.

-

Ottawa County
4-H News

Ganges

.

.

Set

—

Grand Haven

-

Hamilton

yards.

Pre- Ski

Night

Have

Planned Here

300 Attend
Performance Of
Hamilton Play

Cubs

Class Van

A

Zutphen

WMU

”

Mark 50th Anniversary

Business

Entered

a

. ^

7

^e.er

Robert

A*AA|J»

•

”

-

invited by the Rev.
^on Hoops, son of Mr. and Grand Rapids.
The young people of the nine
Mrs. Peter Muyskens to attend Mrs- Donald Koops, bagged a
churches
of the Baptist Kalamaan “open house” last Friday six-point buck near Hamilton
zoo River Association met at the
at their new parsonage in during the first week of huntGanges Baptist Church Sunday
Grandville.Rev. Muyskens is lng season.
from 3 to 5 p.m. for devotions
pastor of the Olivet
and singing.
Church and is a former pastor Driver Cited in Mishap
Mrs! Gladys Atwater who has
of the Hamilton Reformed
Holland police charged Rose: been visitingher daughter Miss
Church.
E. Wiersma, 36, of 638 West Maxine Atwater in Grand RaMr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lugten 30th St., with interfering with pids spent a few days in Ganges
Betty and Mrs. Henry Van through trafficfollowing a two- with friends.
Sr. left Saturday to vehicle accident at 3 p.m. FriMr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson
. and Mrs. Henry Van day at the intersection of 13th
entertainedSunday for dinner,
Jr. and family who St. and Pine Ave. Police said Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van Gorder

and

were

Reformed

tly to

returned

To Give Blood for Girl

MUSKEGON (UPD-Eighteen
donors have volunteered rare B-

negativetype blood for 6-yearold Kristy Fowler who will undergo heart surcery Dec. 1 at
Blodgett Memorial Hospital in
Grand Rapids.
The child is the daughter of
Harold Fowler, business agent
for the Machinist’s Union at
Brunswick Corp. here and Mrs.
Fowler.

Portland, the Wiersma station wagon colof &*villa, Ind., and Charles
The Holy Eucharist will be
on lided with a delivery van driven Collins of Ganges.
celebratedat Grace Episcopal
by John W. Elferdink, 63, of 342
George Harrington^ sons Rich-

home

Melvin Lubbers River Ave.

Church at 10 a.m. on Thanks,
ard and David, Eugtoe, Nally, giving Day,

Two Cars Collide
Cars driven by Donald B.

with through trafficfollowing a
two-car accident at 12:15 p.m.
Sunday in front of 319 Lakewood Blvd. Deputies said De
Vries backed out of a driveway into the path of a car driven
by Hirsa M. Alverson, 49, of
1758 West Main St.

Faber of 344 Arthur Ave. and
Friedhilde E. Comelissen,23, of
220 West 14th St. collided at the
intersection of Elm St. and
Lakewood Blvd. at 4:55 p.m. Saturday, Ottawa County deputies
reported.Deputies said Faber
was stopped at the intersection Holland Hospital births on
when the Comelissen auto skid- Tuesday includeda son, Kevin
ded into the rear of his car.
Scott, born to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Dubbink, 1021 Paw Paw Dr.;
First Reformed Church will a daughter,Regina, born Tuesconduct their annual Thanks- day to Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio
giving services Thursday at 10 Guerrero, 183 East 18th St.; a
a.m. with the Rev. Bernard son born today to Mr. and Mrs.
Brunsting preaahing on the to- Robbert Jellema, 3461 Lakepic “Harvest lime.”
shore Dr.

bemmen. Th
of 10394 Chicago Dr., route 2,
have lived in the Holland-Zc
Holland, will observe their 50th
land area all their life and a
wedding anniversary Dec. 2.
members of the North Stre
Mr. and Mrs. Breuker are the
parents of six children, Herman Zeeland" RC'0rme(1 Churc
of Graafschap,Fred of ZeeThe Breakers will celebra
land, Mrs. Bert (Jenetta) Raterh
°n Mond,
ink of Borculo, Clarenceof Tuct
,^r
brolhers
and "Inter
son, Ariz., Mrs. Alvin (Clarissa)
opTuesday with a dinner
Overbeek of Hamilton, and Mrs.
Bosch s Restaurant for the
Howard (Lavina) Meeuwsen of
children and grandchildren ai
Zeeland. The Breakers have 28
on Wednesday
an oj
^ with
»»•«* an

r

grandchildren.

i

.

S
—

Mr. and Mrs. Breuker were j !!ouse at North Street Christ
united in marriage in Graaf- 1 formed Church for relativ
schap by the late Rev. M. Van ^ friends and neighbors frnm o
Vessm. Mrs. Breuker is the 4 and 7 to 9
'r°m 2
1

p.“
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West Ottawa Defeats

Wed

in

Home Ceremony

50th Anniversory

Allegan in Overtime
Panthers

Win, 52-51

Opener

In

West Ottawa’s varsity basketball team built up a big lead in

the

first half, gamely fought to

protect it in the last half and
finally

was forced into overtime

to defeat Allegan, 52-51, at

Ottawa's

West

gym Tuesday night

before more than 1,000 fans.

The Panthers were ahead by
nine big points at halftime only
to see it dwindle to nothing at
the end of regulation play.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gretzinger
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gret- lives at their home on Sunday,
zinger of route 3, Fennville, Nov. 29, from 2 to 5 p.m.
observed their 50th wedding Their children are Charles

The

score was knotted 46-46, going
into the three minute overtime.
West Ottawa broke the ice at

anniversaryon Wednesday.
Gretzinger of Grand Rapids and
They will celebrate with an Mrs. Alvin H. (Virginia) Strat>open house for friends and rela- bing of Holland.

when Dave Farabee scored on a driving layup. Mike
Oram, Allegan's fine center,
made a free throw at 1:32 to
make it 48-47. Dave Vizithum,
2:30

Ottawa Hills

the floor general of the Panthers, who scored only three
points in regulation play, scor-

ed on two beautiful driving layups to give the winners a 5249 margin with 21 seconds remaining. The Tigers were not
done, though, as Tom Hale
made a shot at :04 to end the
regulation play

was

as

until

Oram

tied the score at 44-

44 with a nice three point play

?•
The .home of Mr. and Mrs.

Randall Lamer was the scene brother as best

exciting as the overtime. West

Ottawa entered the final quarter with a slim 36-32 lead. The
teams traded baskets regularly

Holland High's

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Holstege
i Ronald Holstege assisted

scoring.

The

Hosts Holland

West
Ottawa basketballplayers Arvin Visser (44) and
Dale Boeve <30i wrestle f6r the ball with Allegan's Mike Oram <54) Tuesday night in the season’s opening game in the West Ottawa gym.
The Pantherswon the game, 52-51 in an over-

at 1:55. Bruce Van Huis, Panthers’ center who was a tower
of strength, scored on a layup
with 1:34 left, but Jim Pritchett
tied the score at 1:24 with a
similar shot. West Ottawa was
able to take five shots in the
last minute to none for the losers, but none went in and the
game remained tied.
West Ottawa, receiving some
fine play from forward Paul
Busscher,moved to a 15-11 first
quarter lead. Allegan decided to
Five seniors will more than
try a two-man press in the sec- likely form the Holland Chrisond quarter and it worked suftian starting lineup Friday night

time.

Other West Ottawa players are

Paul

Busscher (32 1 and Dave Farabee <34'. Bruce
Huis is behind the trio. Allegan players
are Gary Wagers (13), Jeff Schreur <43» and

Van
Jim

Pritchett

(55).

(Sentinel photo)

|

Ottawa Hills at 8 p.m. in t h e
Grand Rapids Central Christian gym.
Nov.
when Miss Glenda brown accesw> , s whjje the
A #J
Coach Don Piersma sent his
Lamer became the bride of mother of the groom chose aj I
team through a scrimmage at
Alvin
blue print jersey dress
Whitehall Tuesday but today
Parents of the couple are Mr. black accessories. Both wore GRAND HAVEN — William still wasn’t decided on his start
and Mrs. Bernard Lamer of 21 white carnation corsages with Krause of Research Recreation *n8 lineup- ‘‘I probably won’t
Garfield, Zeeland, and Mr. and pink sweetheart roses.
decide until game time,” PierAssociates of Muskegon will
Mrs. John E. Holstege of route
sma said.
reception was held
2, Zeeland.
Bosch’s Restaurant for about serve 88 professional consultant piersma Is beginninghis third
The Rev. Arthur W. Hoog- 110 guests. Reception atten-ito the Recreation Developmentseason as Holland coach and
strate officiated at the 7 p.m. dants included Mr. and Mrs. Committeenamed last July by he will be up against a college
double ring rites.
Arlyn Holstege, brother and sis- Mayor William Creason. This teammate at Ottawa Hills. The
The bride entered the room, ter-in-lawof the groom, as mas- action was taken by City Coun- Indians are coached by B o b

Holstege.

-

|

Consultant

!

XO AlO ^VjrOUD

6

SCRAMBLE FOR BASKETBALL - Two

^

man.

team opens the season Friday
night against Grand Rapids

1

Recreation

his

basketball

with

1

1

A

Chix Begin

Christian Hosts

|

;

Wrestling

Unity on Friday

palms, candelabra and

night.

,

Hendrickson.Piersma and
be Hendrickson both played at
assignedto sub-committeework Hope College in the early 50’s,
for studying phases of the rec- ! The Holland coach has decidreational development program, ed on three of his starters.
The program involves pro- Mike Lawson, 6’ 10” junior, will
Pose^ development of Mulligan’sget the call at center while
HoUow (Ski Bowl) where the senior 6T’ John Leenhouts and
city has 20 acres as a recrea- 5' 10” Cal Beltman will be at

which was decorated with

Monday
Committee members

ter and mistress of ceremonies, cil

bou-

will

James Vander Kooi and Beverly
quets of white gladioli, mums Shoemaker at the punch bowl,
and red carnations. She wore a Bob Hofmayer and Marla KalfsZEELAND — Zeeland’s wrest- floor-lengthgown of silk organ- beek and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
ling team opens the season at za over taffeta featuring a
Van Order in the gift room.
home against Wyoming Lee in scoop neckline and fitted bo- Miss Vickie Dozeman. cousin
the first match of a 13-match dice with a panel of Alencon of the bride, passed the guest
ficientlyto move them to withwhen the Maroons open their
slate that includes the annual lace which extended down the book.
in two points, 17-15, at one
basketball schedule against
Holiday tournament, Dec. 18-19. front and back of the bouffant
point. The Panthers then adjustFor a wedding trip to Nia- tional park. First development the guards.
Hudsonville Unity Christianin
Gordon Kerr has replaced skirt and ended in a chapel gara Falls, the new Mrs. Hol- was the ski bowl and future The other forward is up for
ed and moved to a 27-18 lead by
the Civic Center at 8 p.m.
halftime with six points coming
Hope College football and Tom Pratt as Zeeland’scoach. train. Her bouffant veil fell stege changed to a white wool plans call for an ice skating grabs between Bob Brolin, Jim
Coach Art Tuls said he definKerr, a 1964 Western Michigan
from Van Huis. Van Huis, the
cross country letter awards
from a crown of crystal and A-line dress with red trim and rink, toboggan slides, ball dia- Brondyke and Perry Cornelisitely would start Tom Deur at
University graduate, was a
tallest man on the floor at 6’4”,
were announced today by Hope
pearls and she carried a cas- red accessoriesand the cor- monds, hiking trails, band shell sen. Prc!ir.ar.d Brondyke, two
was grabbing rebounds from 5'10” and Larry Klaasen at athleticdirector Gord Brewer. member of Western’s wrestling cade bouquet of white pom- sage from her bridal bouquet. and other recreational activities. juniors, have a slight edge on
is of his opponents 5’ir at the guard spots. Jack
over the heads
A total of 37 football players squad last season. He wrestled pons and red carnations.
The bride is employed at The future armory site of five senior Cornelissenwho reportacres is in the center of the ski ed late because of football.But
and giving them fits with his Kalmink at 6T’ will get the and six runners received in the 123-pound division.
nod at one of the starting forA native of Lowell, this is Miss Flora De Boer, maid of Bosch’s Restaurant in Zeeland
Cornelissen was on the varsity
ting accuracy.
at
shooting
awards. Holland footballwinhonor, was attired in a red bal- and the groom is an employe
ar^;
Allegan made some adjust- ward posts. At the center slot ners include Tom Pelon, Vern Kerr’s first teachingpast. Pratt
Five Mile Hill or Ski Bowl last year.
lerina - length dress of velvet Steelcase Inc., of Grand RapSenior Randy Johnson and
ments at halftime and pressed the Christianmentor said he Plagenhoef,Steve P i e r s m a, has taken a position in industry
area was used as a World War
with a three rose velvet head- ids. They will reside on route 1,
in
Zeeland.
Kerr
has
about
30
full court. The Panthers,seem- was leaning toward Harold Al* John Stam and Paul Wassenaar
II Coast Guard Training camp junior Larry Pete are battling
Zeeland.
piece with veil to match.
ingly caught unaware, faltered ferink at 6’4” although he was while Cal Osterhaven and Jim boys seeking spots on this
and before that as a Civilian for the other guard spot. Johnnoticeablyand Allegan scored being pushed hard by Paul Steg- Beltman of Holland received year’s team.
ConservationCorps soil conser- son was a varsity reserve last
The group is led by Jim
eight straight points to move to gerda. The other forward post cross country awards.
vation service camp during the season and Pete is up from the
Rynsburger who won the state
within one point, 27-26. The will probably go to Tom Weddepression
years of the 1930’s. reserves.
Others receivingfootball
game was close from that point even at 6’3” although other awards were Keith Abel, Roger 95-pound championship t w o
The new consultant will be Beltman is the lone regular
on with the winners always strong candidateswen* Vic Abel, Bill Barger, Paul Bast, years ago. Other returningletpaid $3.50 an hour or $25 per returning this season while
termen are Bob Rynsburger,
holding a small lead.
day for his work with the devel- Lawson spent the season on the
Sharda and Jack Berghoef.
Tom Bast, Jim Bekkering,Ken
Coach George Van Wagoner Tuls said no matter who Carpenter,Terry Carlson, Tom Ed Heyboer. Gary Pritchard,
opment committee which is reserves. Leenhouts was a varAlan Wyngardenand Bill Zeerip.
of Allegan felt that his squad
charged with the responsibility sity reserve last season.
starts, in all likelihood seven Cousineau, Tom De Kuiper, Ken
Other wrestlers who gained
lost the game in the first half
Ottawa Hills has four reguof developing a city recreation
Feit, Rich Holman, Gary Holwith its poor shooting. The Ti- or eight players will see consid- vick, John Huisman, Bill Hult- experience last year and will
lars
back from last season. The
Ask any red-bloodedAmeri- your God has given to you and program for persons of all ages.
see action this year are Gary
gers only made 6-31 in the first erable action in the season openyour
Total
fee
for
his
services
is not Indians are led by all-city pergren, Harlan Hyink and Bill
Van Haitsma, Gary Pritchard, can boy how Thanksgiving orihalf for 19 per cent. In the er. The third guard on the Keur.
former Lowell Trice, who
Theoretically, at least, that’s to exceed $1,200.
Ralph Daniels, John Blauw- ginated. and he’ll tell you right
last half in field goals they imaveraged 20 points a game. The
Serving
on
the
mayor’s
comAlso receiving awards were
off that it was invented by the still the idea behind Thanksgivproved to 14-39 for a total game squad is Les HuLst who is also Don Kroodsma, Roger Krood- kamp and Will McDaniel.
center
is 6’5” Johnson while tlie
mittee
are
Miller
G.
Sherwood,
ing Day.
Commenting on the season Pilgrims of the Massachusetts
percentage of 29. Allegan made slated for substitute duty.
chairman, George Purcell, Dr. guards are veteransPuruki and
sma, Frank Lundell, Bruce MenBay colony back in 1620 A.D.
11 of 24 free throws.
Another opening game sell- ning, Mark Menning. Jon Nor- Kerr said “it depends upon the
Jack A. Jordan, Mrs. Leslie
There is just one thing wrong
returning
lettermen
and
what
we
West Ottawa did its best shoot- out is a possibilitywith tickets ton, Cal Poppink, Ken Postma,
Piersma held another workout
Ennenga, Steven Kareil, Frank
with this cherishedbit of Amering in the first quarter when going fast, Athletic Director Phil Rauwerdink,Max Schip- have to go along with them. We
Such, William Holman, H. N. tonight and plans a drill for
are going to have difficultyin ican folklore. It isn't true.
they made 6 of 10. West Ottawa Clare Pott reported.
Christiansen, F. E. Hill, Robert Thursday afternoonin the Holper, Ade Slikkers, Ken Teusink,
The Pilgrims borrowed both
the heavier weights, as we lack
made 10 of 20 free throws in
Brinkert,Bernard Boyink, Ar- land High fieldhouse.
The two reserve squads will Carl Van Wyk, Steve Wessling, the heavier boys.”
the idea and the name of
the game.
The reserve teams will tangle
thur
Stang, William Law, Don
clash in the 6:30 p.m. prelim- Bob White and manager Dennis
The complete schedule in- ThanksgivingDay from the
Coach Jack Bonham of the
Friday in the 6:30 p.m. preBadcon and James Murphy.
Oehm.
inary.
cludes Dec. 1, Lee: Dec. 3, at Church of England. Its canons
Panthers was happy with the
At the time the committee liminary game. This is the first
Cross country winners were
Muskegon Mona Shores; Dec. 8, provided for annual celebration
win. He praised the overall,
was
appointed,Mayor Creason time Holland will play in the
Dirck deVelder, Paul Hartman,
Grand Rapids Union; Dec. 11, at of a day of thanksgivingto Alsteady play of Arvin Visser.
emphasized
that its work will in Christiangym. The gym seats
Gary Peiper and Dan Howe.
Grandville:Dec. 18-19, Holiday mighty God for all of his bounBonham felt that the 6’ forward
no way interferewith the school- more than 2,000 persons.
tournament: Jan. 8, Godwin; ty and especially for a safelyplayed heads-up ball. Bonham
park program now operated as
Jan.
12, Muskegon Orchard gathered harvest.
felt that the experience that
a cooperative city and Board of
The
English
holiday
was
celView; Jan. 19, East; Jan. 22,
these same boys gained last
Education
project.
Grandville; Jan. 26, at Lee; Jan. ebrated on Sept. 29, and was
year was the difference at the
by
General
plans
call for providWest Ottawa’s reserve squad
29, Mona Shores; Feb. 4, at commonly known as “Michaelend. The team didn’t fold when
ing photography trails as well
put on a fine second half rally
mas”
because
it
was
desigthe going got tough.
The Board of Appeals approv- East Grand Rapids; Feb. 8, at
as other recreational attractions.
nated on the church calendar
Van Huis led all scorers with to defeat Allegan, 42-35, at West ed two applications at public Godwin; Feb. 16, Allegan;Feb.
as “the feast of St. Michael
19-20. league meet, Grandville
19 points. None of the other Ottawa’s gym Tuesday night.
Plans have been completed
hearings Tuesday night in the
and all angels.”
Feb.
26-27,
regionals,
The
Panthers
took
a
2-0
lead
Panthers were able to reach
for the annual Western MichiLoses
It was a major religious holiWyoming.
gan Pigeon Association Show to
double figures.Allegan received in the opening moments of the Council Chambers.
day, second only to Easter, in
The
board
approved
a
petibe held Dec. 1-5 in the old
very balanced scoring. Oram game and then couldn’t get the
For
the 17th Century England from
John Good Building on West
had 14, Gary Wagers 13, and lead back until the fourth quar- tion from John Keuning for per- Coopersville
which the Pilgrims migrated to
Chris Buys, 6’2” guard on Eighth St.
Pritchett and Jeff Schreur each ter. The big second half rally mission to place a house and
Hurt
in Accident
America.
the Hope College basketballThe show is being sponsored
10.
was mainly due to the Pan- garage on a piece of property
-Mrs. Tradition decreed that MiWest Ottawa has, therefore, thers’ fine guards, Dan Bauer at 204 East 35th St. the property
team, is expected to be
the Western Michigan Pigbuilt
Juella Cook, 33, of Coopersville chaelmas dinners
is
smaller
than
regular
zoning
begun its new season with a and Bill Henson. This duo acfor two weeks. Coach Russ De eon Association of Holland and
Karen
Dee
Andreasen
was in a critical conditionin around roast goose. The Pilwin and will try to keep its rec- counted for all but two of West requirementsfor the house and
Vette said today, and he will the show wil1 be open daily
Butterworth Hospital in Grand grims had roast goose, along
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Andrea- miss the home opener against ^rom ^ a
ord intact next Friday when Ottawa’s second half points and garage.
^ P-mwith a few wild turkeys they
Also approved was an appli- Rapids today fqllowingan acthey entertain another non- all but eight in the entire game.
sen, 917 South Shore Dr., an- Valparaiso next Wednesday. Hundreds of pigeons will be
shot
while
goose-hunting.
Mrs. William cident in which her car struck
league foe, Paw Paw.
Bauer led all scorers with 21 cation
Although Michaelmas was nounce the engagement of their De Vette said Buys has a sho*'n here' The entry deadlin*
Schuuring establishinga new a culvert overturned and
(West Ottawa (52)
manager H?rand Henson had 13.
clearly the immediate inspira- daughter, Karen Dee Andreasen, “general rundown condition” ,s
FG FT PF TP Both teams were tense in the lot on the southeastcorner of crashed into a ditch.
and
was
advised
by
a
entries
tion
of
the
Pilgrim
ThanksgivOttawa County deputies beof Grand Blanc, to Carl Holke28th St. and Columbia Ave. The
.... 2
3
3
7
Visser, f
physician “he would be out for
M,ch.igan'
first half. Many shots were
lieve Mrs. Cook, who sustained ing, the ultimate origin of the
new lot is smaller than the regboer of Boyne City, son of Mrs. at leas, two weeks while build3
7
Busscher, f .. .... 2
1
adaIU'' a"d
missed and many floor mistakes
a fractured skull, lacerations of holiday can be traced much
Van Huis, c .. .... 8 3 3 19 were made. West Ottawa was ular zoning standards for that
Edward
J.
Holkeboer,
51
East
ing
himself
up
again
the head and body and other further back into history.
area.
7
1
3
Vizithum,g .. .... 3
only able to score four points
In the Middle Ages, the feast 14th St., and the late Mr. Holkeinjuries, possibly blacked out
0
8
1
Farabee, g ..
in the entire first quarter and
before the crash Tuesday night. of St. Martin of Tours was a boer.
has been alter nating with apt. fantails, racing homers and
5
4
0
Boeve, g ..... .... 2
Jenison Man Injured
major holiday in Western Eufell behind to 11-4 after eight
________
____
Miss Andreasen is a graduate )l'an 0verman ,at a slal*[in8 rollers. Bekker made a special
rope. It was celebrated on Nov.
minutes of play. The teams When Struck by Auto
Driver
Cited
in
Crash
of Southern Seminary and
recl.ueslu for youngsters to exhib10 16 52
21
11. People went to Mass, partiplayed on even terms in the secoump on tne head in Mondays. it in the show
Nelson G. Berghorst, 17, of ... — r- ....... ......
Allegan (51)
GRAND
cipated in parades and games, |Ior College. Buena vista, Va., practice.He was hospitalized Art Keihl of Watertown Wis
ond quarter with each team
FG FT PF TP
John Poll, 62, of Jenison was route 3, Hudsonville, was issued and wound up with a festive | attended Florida Southern Col- ; Monday night and discharged secretary of the National Pig!
scoring seven points.
a ticket for failure to maintain
4
2
10
Pritchett, f .. .... 3
The Panthers outscored the in fair conditionin St. Mary’s an assured clear distance fol- dinner of. . .you guessed^ it, iege, Lakeland, Fla., and was
eon Association, will be the
5
0
10
Schreur, f ... .... 5
Hospital today where he was
roast goose. Because St. Mar graduated from Hope College. De Vette said Buys will have judge.
Tigers
15-8 in the third quarter
lowing
a
two-car
mishap
at
4
2
14
Oram, c ..... .... 5
taken after being struck by a
tin’s Day came after harvests
to be down by only one point,
Eastmont Ave. and Lakewood
3
3 13
Wagers, g .. .... 5
Mr. Holkeboer attendedHope Rda^H°nal t€fs .
a
car.'
were in, it was regarded as a
29-28, after three quarters. West
Blvd.
at
5:05
p.m.
Thursday.
.... 0
0
1
0
College
and
is
a
graduate
of
Kapids
neurologlst
on
Friday.
| Circuit Court Grants
Purkey, g
Ottawa County authorities said
day of thanksgiving.
0
0 Ottawa then dominated the Poll, who received fractures of Ottawa deputiessaid the BergWilcox, g .... .... 0
1
3 Divorce Decrees
But the real “first Thanks- Western Michigan University.
0
4 play in the final quarter. Alle- both legs and other injuries, horst auto struck the rear of a
2
He received his Master’s Degree W overly Busy Bees 4-H
Hale, f ...... .... 2
giving” was celebrated long be0
1
0
Cook, f ...... .... 0
was struck by a car driven by cat* driven by Arlon L. Slagh, fore Western Europe was civil- from Michigan State Universi- Club Meets in School
GRAND HAVEN - Three dllost three players via the foul
Earl Mast, 19, of Hudsonville 16, of 323 Eastmont Ave.
voices, involving 11 children,
ized. . .in fact, long before the ty.
20 11 17 51 route. West Ottawa made 16 of while Poll was walking across
Plans are being made for
A regular meeting of the Wa- were granted in Ottawa CirChristian church came into beOfficials: Paul Colenbrander 32 foul shots.
a street.
Issue Ticket in Mishap
summer
verly School Busy Bees 4-H Club cuit Court Tuesday by Judge
ing.
Gary Huntley and Mark Wagof Holland and Marv Goorhouse
I was held 1 uesday in the school
Archie Jordan, 44, of route 2,
Raymond L. Smith. All are HoL
In the Old Testament Book of
ers led the losers with 11 points
of Grand Rapids.
Attorney Bruno H. Miller of Hamilton, was cited by Ottawa Deuteronomy ______
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
^rs* Dennis Steinfort as *and residents.
..... ....o,
there is a deeach.
Oklahoma City, Okla., will be deputies for failing to maintain tailed descriptionof instruc- i will entertain ThanksgivingDay
Beverly Van Dyke w«a given
“Thankful for What?” is the
the official delegate of Hope Col- an assured clear distance after tions which Moses gave to the with a dinner at Bosch’s Res- Officers of the group are San- a divorce from Melvin Van
sermon topic to be discussed by
The ThanksgivingDay service lege at the inaugurationof Dr. the car he was driving struck children of Israel for a holiday taurant. Invited guests are Mr. dv. Vanden Berge, president;Dyke and was given custody of
the Rev. Stuart Blauw at the | will be held at Maplewood Re- j John F. Olson as presidentof the rear of a car driven by to be celebratedexactly seven and Mrs. Donald Hartgerink, Kristy Vanden Berg, vice pres-, five children. Ruth CorbeU was
Thanksgiving service in Fourth | formed Church Thursday at 10 ; Oklahoma City University on Daniel W. Howard, 49, of 381 weeks after they began har- Randy and Jim; Mr. and Mrs. >denL Susan Zuidema, seere-j given a divorce from Thomas
Reformed Church Thursday at a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Dec. 2. Judge Miller was gradu- Division Ave. Thursday after- vesting their first crop in the Thomas Houtman, Claire and tary: Dela Essenburg, treasur- Corbett and was awarded cu*
9:30 a.m. The Senior choir will William A. Swets, speaking on aid from Hope College in 1916 noon at the intersectionof DiviPromised Land. That was ap- Bruce; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas eG PeMy AMs* reporter. tody of one child,
sing and a Thanksgiving offer- “Why Ungrateful?” The Senior and received hiss LLB
____ and JD sion Ave. and Lakewood Blvd.
proximately 3,200 years ago. j Hartgerink and Mr. and Mrs. Packets for the Lions Club Clara M. Halbert was given
ing will be received. The offer- choir, under the directionof from Northwestern University. Deputies said the Howard auto
The purpose of the holiday,I Hugh Harper Jr. A buffet lunch “Be Thankful You Can See” ; a divorce from Bill B. Halbert
ing last year amounted to al- Larry Dykstra,will sing 4“Rich- j In 1960 he was named Probate was stopped at the intersection
Moses said, was to “rejoice in i will be serv<U at the Blok home campaign were made earlier in and was given cuatody of thdlr
most $5,000.
es” and “The Beatitudes.” I Judge of Oklahoma County.
when the mishap occurred.
all the good which the Lord I in the
i the
five children.
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made

pilgrims’ heads that stick

Diamond

to them.

On Nov. 10, the Macatawa
Camp Fire group went on a

1964

|

Springs

cook-out. We went to Lake town
Park. For our lunch, we had a
hamburg, potatoes and carrots,
and baked apples. Judy Nickle
brought browniesfor the group.
Kristi Kalkman, Scribe.
The Second grade Blue Birds
The Sixth grade Minowe,
of Lakeview school took a tour Camp Fire group of Washington
of Holland Hospital on Nov. 9. school met at the home of their
Everyone enjoyed it and all a- leader, Mrs. James Brooks, on
greed the best part of the trip Nov. 10. Everybody chose an
was seeing all the new babies. Indian name and a symbol that
The next few meetings will be means the same thing. Then
spent practicing for the Angel we took erasers and drew [\/i
choir. Our leader, Mrs. De Vries
symbol on it. With a knife, we
and all the girls would like to cut the design so if you put the
thank Mrs. Sandy for her help eraser in ink, the symbol would
on the tour. Julie DeBoer, print on a piece of paper. We
Scribe.
also played a few games and
The Seven Dwarf Blue Birds ; sang a song. Barbara Todd
of Lakewood school met at the brought the treat. Gretel Van
home of their leader on Nov. I Lente, Scribe.
17. We pasted pictures in our
scrap books, sang and
f

;

|

Last week Sunday afternoon
Mrs. David Post and girls,
Viki and Debbie, of Comstock
and Mrs. Wayne Confer visited
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wakeman,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Coffey

'

and family of near Allegan visited Mrs. Eva Coffey and Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Kragt and children
last Sunday afternoon.

Nick VanDenBeldt of Zeeland
spent several days last week
with his nephew and niece, Mr
and Mrs. John A. Jacobs and
family.

-

j
played
#
)j(lU(J(l tUC/C

games. Melba Payne brought
our treat. Lisa VanDyke, Scribe.

,

Miss Eileen Herbert of Grand

a “

";,rs

i

\

ats

‘®Lk

"t?,

vs

Nov. 16 at the home of Mrs. |
^ P3™*?.' Mr' and
Lokker. We had free play, in 1 Mf “d
TerBrake
which time we spent playing 1 ^visitine reatos and rleSds
with Diane Lokker’s dolls
, ,es ana nends
in her play house. Later we ln. he ^e,her aSd
made Thanksgiving turkeys
^h™N0^mter meeting

and

^

„

,

pe™

an°d

Ke^

.

u

,

i
|

pipe^cleaners’dI.^ of

C

Kennedy
whh eoollfes
Su Lynn Wiersem. Scribe.

?Pf^ de erson ®*ue December 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. The a„nuai meeling o(

the

Community Hospital wdl be held
made turkey nest containers | Monday evening,Dec. 7, at 8
and were treated by Kathy p
at Doug|as E|ementary
Murawski. Lee Ann Kolean, School.
i

m

^ibe.

Mrs. Harry Underhill was hosFour Peeps (ess t0 her bridge club last
of Waukazoo school held their Wednesday evening,
meeting at the home of their open house is planned by the
leaders, Mrs. Del Huyser and Saugatuck Board of Education
ass^tant,Mrs. James Aalder- at the Saugatuck High School
ink. We made turkeys of apples, an(j Douglas Elementary School
raisins, toothpicksand olives. from 2 to 5 p.m.. Dec. 13.
Christi Huyser treated with jerry Heinze of Great Lakes,
cookies and apples. Christi Huy- niM and Ed Heinze of Toledo

On Nov.

ser,

16, the

‘

Scribe.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS -

Clair Zwiep
(left' steadiesa large yule wreath with electric
candle on a bracket of a boulevard light pole
while Bill Nyland aids at right. The evergreen
wreaths and festooningon light poles and huge

Ohio, were guests in the Fred

|

On Nov. 12, the Third grade Heinze home last week.
Funny Company Blue Birds of : Dr> and Mrs James Kreager
Montello Park school drew tur- 0f Kalamazoo visitedtheir aunt,
keys using coffee grounds for Mrs Cari Birdt last week
the body, head and legs; feath-

Mrs. Thomas Hedglin visited
ers for the tail; a sunflower in the home of her son, Tom,
seed for the beak; red popcorn and family in Wisconsin last
for the eye; and a piece of red | week
oil doth for the wattle. It
Mr' and Mrs Harold Marsch
a very strange turkey! The of Chicago visitedtheir parents,
treat was by Gretchen DeKok.

was

On Nov.
Have

17, they had a “Let's

Fun

day. First they

j

“an^^brat^’ ‘the

sang birthdays of Mrs. Marsch and

Loopy Loo. Then they played Mr. Howard,
peanut games. Lynn Essenburg Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Graves
was the windiest in blowing pea- spent several days in Detroit
nuts off a chair. In the peanut and attended the Quarter Centoss Lynn won first prize in | (ury dinner ot the General Electossmg five peanuts at three trie Club in Roval Oak.
mixing bowls. Betty Wiersma ; Several members from Saucame in second. In the “peanut gatuck attended the meeting of
carry” Rhonda Komng and the Shrine Club in St. Joseph
Peggy Johnson tied as winners j iast Saturday evening
in carryingpeanuts across the I Mrs. Myron Rose of Kalamaroom on a table knife^ Peggy zoo visited her mother, Mrs.
Johnson treated.Laurie VanArk, ; Winne, last Sunday.

n

...

Allendale

YMCA

Name.”
“Elijahs Ascension” and

“Prayer for Reverance”were
the sermon topics of Rev. Ray-

mond Graves, pastor of Bethe:
Christian Reformed Church.
The Rev. James De Vries
pastor of the Haven Christiar
Reformed Church preached or

NEW POSTMASTER—

Mrs. John Biller was guest of
The KoKi Camp Fire girls of honor last Sunday when 47
Montello Park school met in the members of her family eathhome of their leader, Mrs. Esh- j ered to help her celebrate her
enaur, on Nov. 17. President ! 75th birthdayanniversary
Mary Lugers opened our meet- 1 Thanksgiving Day guests of
ing with the Law of the Camp the Harry Newnhams will be
Fire Girls. Mem Smeenge cal - the J. H. Dunmires from Milan,
ed roll and Laurie Faber eol-|pr.
Mrs. Dunmire have!
lected dues. Mary Lugers and just returned from a vacation
Debra Glover treated. After that in Bermuda.

PostmasterRoy A. Hierholzer of Grand
Haven, representing the Post Office Department,presents Mrs.
Lena Bryan with her formal commission as Postmaster of
Douglas Saturday in ceremonies at the Douglas Post Office.
Mrs. Bryan’s appointment as Douglas Postmaster was announced
by Sen. Patrick V. McNamara following Senate confirmation

the sermon topics “Faith in th<

Father” and “The

last August.

Postmaster

SERVICE DIRECTORY
- LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU -

Flickering

Glow.”
At the Free MethodistChurcl
the Rev. Fred Hildenbrand
pastor, used for his morning
subject “Running From Duty.’
The Rev. Raymond Beckering
pastor of Second Reformed “Be Alert and Stay Alive ir
Church, used for his Sunday 1965” is the new safety slogan
we said our Camp Fire Desire.
morning worship topic “The and the theme for Lincoln EleWe talked about “flying up” I _
Seasons of the Heart” and the mentary Schools’ Saftety patro!
being put into operation this
another group and discussed our
DOUGLAS— Mrs. Lena Bryan anthems were “Thanks Be to
week,
according to Tom Bloemparts that we would have in our
Saturday received her formal Thee” and “Give Thanks to
sma, teacher in charge of the
“fly-up”.Laurie Faber and
ThanksgivingDay services
God.”
The
choir
sang
the
ancommission as Postmasterof
Lynn sang a song for us. We will be held in both local Douglas.
them “Turn Thee Unto Me.” safety program.
The 1964-65Saftey Patrol roshave already “flown up” Har- churches at 9:30 a.m. ThursThe commission, signed by His evening sermon was entitled ter is Joe Raterink, Martin
rington and Maplfewood schools, day.
“What We Find at Jesus’ Feet.”
Rita Koning,
' The Rev. B. Pekelder of Cal* President Lyndon B. Johnson On Wednesday the missionary Vander Waa, Patti Kraak, Dirk
and
Postmaster
General
John
Borst, Rick Cook, Charles PorThe Fourth grade Camp Fire vin College was guest minister
A. Gronouski,was presentedto Committee of the consistory of ter, Jim Borst. Jack De Boer,
girls of Lakewood school chose i af Ibe local Christian ReformMrs. Bryan by Postmaster Roy Second Church, will conduct a Larry Slagh, Greg Murphy, Sufor their group name the Chip- 1 ed Church Sunday for both serA. Hierholzer of Grand Haven, service at the Haven of Rest san Loetz, Larry Haveman, Jim
pewa Indian word “Chicagami” ! vices,
mission in Grand Rapids at 7:30
Rozeboom, Dennis Garvelink,
which means “by the lake.”| The bazaar which was spon- installing officer designated to in the evening.
Our officers are: president,j s°red by the Young Couples representthe Post Office De- The annual Service of Thanks- Greg Ritsema, Jeff Ritsema,
partment.
Kristy Baker; vice president, ! Club of the Reformed Church
giving will be held in Second Ken Pyle and Mike Voss.
Attendingthe ceremony, held
Members are awarded a butHolly Streur; secretary, Christi was well attended Friday eveReformed Church at 9:30 a.m.
DeJonge; scribe. Linda Jones; ri[nR and the proceeds will be at the Douglas Post Office Sat- Thursday. The offering on that ton after one month’s service
treasurer, Peggy Kraai; treat- used toward the purchase of urday afternoon, were the Rev
day will be divided between and a badge after five months.
Fr. Edwin J. Plewka of St.
chairman and clean up commis- new cboir robes,
Pine Rest and Rest Haven.
sion. Elizabeth Baskett and Su- Mr. and Mrs. Ryn Hoeksema Peter’s CatholicChurch; Rev.
Rev. Beckering has been in- Hope College Debaters
sie Hoffman. On Oct. 22. we °1 Dorr visited with Mr. and Josiah Pennington of Douglas
vited to preach the sermon at Win Novice Contests
went on our hike to our leaders’ ; Mrs. H. A. Bowman Wednesday CongregationalChurch; Fred
the installationof the Rev. VerKoning, local businessman:
cottage.We made our lunch evening,
non Hoffman as minister of the
The Hope College Deba:
and collected interestingthings! Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Herm Post Office employes Gerald Hope Reformed Church of Chisquad
won five of six battles
from the beach and dunes. On Van Klompenbergwere dinner Bekken, Vivian Johnson, Cre- cago on Friday evening. Rev.
the Novice Debate Tournamei
tora
Goodwin
and
former
emOct. 29. we made Heavenly fiuests at the home of their chilhas oeen
been a
ploye Mary K. Betties, Post- Hoffman
™‘man "as
a student
siuaem asas- in Ann Arbor Saturday.
Hash candy to sell at our Fun flren* Dr. and Mrs. R. Baker
maker Marie Alexander of Snlhecre_*!’d.e stud>'ln8 at With 140 debaters from 15 cc
Night at Lakewood school. On in Cutlerville.
Western
leges and universities,the foi
Nov. 3, we made invitationsfor The annual congregational East Saugatuck and Willis BryThe Mubesheraat Circle of 'Hope students considered th
an
III,
son
of
the
new
Postour mothers to the "fly-up.”i meeting will be held at the ReSecond Reformed Church will topic “Resolved: That the Fe<
Peggy Kraai treated with candy formed Church Tuesday, Dec. master.
Mrs. Bryan had been acting meet in the home of Mrs. Har- eral Governmentshould esta
bars. Our leaders are Mrs. John L at 8 p.m.
Postmaster
of Douglas since riet Dykstra on Dec. 1 at 8 lish a National Public Work ft
Caauwe and Mrs. Dale Bruis- Practice for the Christmas
p.m.
the Unemployed.”
chart. Linda Jones. Scribe. program of the Sunday School Dec. 31, 1962. Her appointment
The
annual
Congregational
Victoriously taking the affirn
The 0 Ki Ci Ya Pi Camp Fire will be held next Saturday af- was announced by Sen. Patrick
meeting of Second Reformed ative against Northern Mici
V.
McNamara
following
Senate
group met at the home of their ler Ibe catechism classes,
Church will be held on Dec. 14. gan University, Ferris, and D
leader.Mrs. Wilson. We made
N’ext Sunday the R.C.Y.F.will confirmation last Aug. 19.
The sermon topics of the Rev .............
,v.
troit Tech were Marcia Voi,
turkeys out of pine cones and meel at South Blendon Church.
Adrian Newhouse. pastor of from Detroit and Boyd Berem
will give them to an Old Peo- Di\ Calvin Vander Werf of Hope
First Reformed Church were Holland. Both debaters were g
pie's home. Another group will College will be the speaker,
entitled “Declaring Total War"!en Excellent Award certificati
also make 30. Linda Long, The local Post-Hi group met
The Home Economics club and “NaturalizedCitizens.” ' Carol Van Lente, Hollar
at the Parsonage Sunday evewill meet at the township hall; The choir sang the anthems! and Ken Walz, Darien, Com
The Ko Ki Camp Fire group n*nSnext Monday evening, Nov. 30, “O Give Thanks Unto the Lord” won over University of Detrc
of Holland Heights went on
“
at 7:45 p.m. The lesson topic and “O God Beneath Thy Guid- and Northern Michigan Univc
hike on Nov. 14 in the AlleRan
is “Parent Relations With Teen- ing Hand.”
sity on the negative. The tv
State forest. We took our
Agers.
The ThanksgivingDay service lost to Wayne State.
lunches. Our leaders' husbands. Admitted to Holland Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bytwork will be held in First Reformed
Debate coach M. Harold Mik
Mr. McNeal and Mr. Bosch, Monday were Janice Oetman, from Bauer were recent visit- Church on Thursday morn- of
.......
the speech departmenta
went with us. We held our regu- 5888 I36lh Ave., (discharged ors at the home of Mr. and ing at 9:30 a.m. The thank off- companied the four.
<ii meeting at the home of our same day); Mrs. Neal Dyke- Mrs. John
ering will be given to Rev. and
7(^r rh N*°V'
ma. 467 ’Julius; Mrs. Donald
and Mrs. Barney Koot- Mrs. Harvey Hoekstra.mission- Mrs Thornhill Snpnl«
/*! l
Brink- 1770 South Shore Dr.; . stra from Holland were enter- aries in Africa. It will be used
our mothers. We also practiced
Mpvap
tained at the home of Mrs. Car- to establishthe new mission 0 Junior harden Club
the Trail Seeker Desire, Karen
Bosch brought the treat. Toni r u r,.
g ^ s?.Te .. a-\
Bosman.
£a r 1 „!J]r,edewe?'t H“el-

^

Club

Officers

^

Birds held heir meeting on

16 at Jefferson school. They

Sports Cor

theDou^lScirS
m“Uag ^ J'f

^

Mrs. Eva Coffey visited at the
of Mrs. Norma Wakeman
on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton J. TolSCOUTS RECEIVE AWARDS - God and Country Boy Scout
hurst of Wayland spent last
awards were presented to Ronald Brummel, First Class Scout
Wednesdayafternoon with Mrs.
(left) and Tom Boersma, Life Scout (center), by the Rev. H.
Margaret Gates.
Maatman (right)in services at Calvary Reformed Church Sunday night. Parents of the boys are Mr. and Mrs. A. Brummel of
Mrs. Arthur Kragt of Byron
139 Dartmouth and Mr. and Mrs. W. Boersma of 1139 Legion Park
Center spent last Sunday at the
Dr. Assisting in the ceremony was the Rev. H.C. Alexander,
home of her son and daughterchairman of the Protestant Scouting relations for the Grand
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Valley Council. The boys were presented by former Scoutmaster,
Kragt, and sons.
Duane Neff, and the present Scoutmaster^ M. Evans.
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
(Penna-Sasphoto)
George Brown of Spring Lake
were dinner guests at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wake- First Christian Reformed
man and daughter, Marilyn Church.
Mrs. Nick Bosker received a
Wakeman.
Elects
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Stein- severe hip injury in a fall this
past
week.
She
was
taken
to
berg of Hamilton and Mr. and
Officers were elected at a regMrs. John A. Jacobs attended Butterworth Hospitalin Grand
ular meeting of the Western
Rapids.
services last Tuesday evening
Mrs. Cornelius Hovingh re- Michigan Sports Car Society
in Grand Rapids at the Haven
turned home Saturday after Saturday night at the home of
of Rest Mission.
Dr. and Mrs. Clark Weersing.
Last Tuesday afternoonMrs. spending a week with her
The meeting was preceded by
daughter,
Mrs.
John
Koning
Carrie Menold visited Miss
a rally event.
Hattie Lamoreaux near Plain- and family while Mr. Hovingh
Trophies were presented to
well. Later in the afternoon the was on a northerndeer hunting
Manuel Tanoira and Mary Van
trip.
two called on Mr. and Mrs.
Hartesveldt, first place; Jackie
A monthly program sponsorOrville Bohnstengle.
and Jerome Hurgen, second;
ed by Dorcas Aid was given for
Velda and Phillip Van Hartesthe members of the Lament
veldt, third. Chairman of the
Rest home this past week.
rally committee was James
silver ropes crisscrossingthe intersectionsare
Clterk. Kirk speet was presented
similar to downtown Christmas decorations used
Pledges and gifts given In
Local
Activities
the past few years. The decorations program is
the “close shave” award.
the recent Unity drive here tosponsored by the Downtown Merchantsdivision
taled $1,084.
Reviewed for Board
Dr. Weersing was named
of the Holland Chamber of Commerce.
The local chapter of the The monthly report of YMCA president;James Clark, vice
(Sentinel photo)
WCTU met at the home of Mrs. activitiesin the local area was presidentand activitieschairHoward McMullen on Monday reviewed at a meeting of the man; Ken LeGrand, secretaryics “God’s Encounter With evening, Nov. 16.
Family YMCA treasurer;Manuel Tanoira,
Moses” and “Justified by The Mr. and Mrs. Club of Holland-Zeeland
board of directors Friday in membership chairman; Phil
Faith.”
First Christian Reformed Hotel Warm Friend.
Van Hartesveldt and Ray Brink,
The Rev. Arthur Hoogstrate, Church are sponsoring a nurseActivities listed the cheer- sports car council.
pastor of Third ChristianRe- ry on Sunday mornings in the
leaders’ clinic, the Saturday
Present from out of town were
formed Church chose for his church basement.
morning program in Holland Alicia Jamardo, Buenos Aires,
morning topic “God’s Perfect
The Dorcas Society of First Armory for culturally- deprived Argentina;Maria Victoria TanWork.” “God’s Perfect Will” Christian Reformed Church met
children, plans for ski pro- oira, Buenos Aires; Dr. D. J.
was his evening subject.
Thursday with 25 members at- gram, YMCA industrial pro- Weersing, Grand Rapids and
The Rev. Henry Venema was tending. After Bible study and gram, the Indian Guide proDr. and Mrs. Spencer Weersing,
guest minister at the North business, slides were shown takgram for fathers and sons, Montague. Other guests were
Street ChristianReformed en by William Bierma, misplans for the Y’s Men’s club Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bugera and
Church while the pastor the sionary to Nigeria, Africa.
annual pancake day and swim Douglas Van Hartesveldt.
Rev. L. J. Hofman preached in
Herman Voss, organist, will program.
Interested persons may conthe Allegan Christian Reformed give an organ concert Thanks- Henry J. Hekman, president,
tact officers for information on
Church. The evening sermon giving evening at 8 p.m. in the presidedat the meeting.
the club.
topic was “Forgive in Christ’s
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BARBER FORD
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PARTS

Service

For All Makes

^

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
Commercial

—

Residential

No Job Too Large or Too SmalJ
St. Ph.

EX 4-8983

—
COMMERCIAL —
RESIDENTIAL -

ir CLINTON

CUSHMAN
LAWSON

Prompt. Guarantoed Service

Reliable Cycle
ST.

AIR CONDITIONING
DUCTS
HELI-ARC WELDING
EAVES TROUGHING
end GUTTERS

and

evening.
Harlem.

Act

Tragedy.”

HOWARD

AVE.

Commerciol and

Industrial

Refrigerationand
Air Conditioning

CHRYSLER
AIR TEMP
Authorized Factory
Soles and Service

PHONE

EX 2-3394

82 EAST 8TH

ST.

176

COLUMBIA AVE.

Phone EX 4-8902

Bert Reimink's
"Dependable"

EAVES TROUGHING

|

Mystery.”

125

EX 2-9051

HOLLAND

er'

His

phone

SHEET METAL CO.

;

months.

ROOFING

Refrigeration

K“&Kr-!js.,TiFiS",sais i*-™ 4""?

on Nov. 16, the E-ha-we
a'.i t' ' ,aSpahr'l 742
Fire group met at the
rf*1!15'
Mrs. Nettie Hop left by plane Church, will be held Dec. 9.
Miss Luann Thor
of Mrs. Donald Moore. We made
'\,.n
_( harles
last Wednesday for her home At the morning worship serv- 1 introduced the guest spea
invitations for our Christmas umbert, 115 Last loth St.;
in Los Angeles. Calif., after. vis- ice in Faith Reformed Church
‘Jaro‘a Thornhill,cha
party. Emily Porter brought the fpPrc.St,h^'eUmann•.
230 West
j iting relatives here for about the Rev. John M. Hains, pastor f1130 °f the Hol|and's New N
treat. Darcey VerHey. Scribe, i, I1 ^ » Lance Gilliam. 269
preached on the topic “The ure ^t,n^er committee.
The Nijwaswi Camp Fire la[t St-. Zeeland: Harvey two
Mrs. Ronald Koetsier is a pa- Command Against Killing.”
She . Presented a delightl
group of Holland Heights school Douwman. 198 East Fifth St.;
tient in Holland Hospital for evening sermon topic was “A narration and showed slid
had their fourth meeting at the L'lrisl,anBuys, 115 East 13th
observationand treatment. Night of Dark
concerning the new center.
home of Mrs. Menken. First, we
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Nagel- The Rev. Douglas Gray, pas- 1 Question and answer period f<
had our business meeting
Discharged Monday were J.
kerk and family from Hopkins I tor of the First Baptist Church, Iowe(L Suggestions and ide
then had a treat of fudgesicles D. Payne, 168th Ave.; Mrs.
were entertainedat the home used for his Sunday worship were presentedto the girls
furnishedby Tamela Bobeldyk. ; Alexander Vecchio and baby,
j of Mr. and Mrs. Leverne Bauw; topics: “The Sermon on
the ^P with the new center,
After that we started to sew our j 53 East Seventh St.; Mrs. Jamann P riday
Mount,” and “A Seven
Copies of the Conservati
Fire vests and will fin- j cob Toering, route 1, Hamilton;
I Mr. and Mrs. John Redder, i
Pledge were distributed.
m at home Kathy Brow- Mrs. Irene Kehrwecker, 241^
Vaughn and Daryl, spent Fri-| At the First Christian Re-i Mrs. William Venhuizen,Ju
'West 17th St.; Raymond Bush,
day evening with 'Mr. and Mrs. | formed Church, Rev. Harry G. ior Garden Chib chairman, w
U-Ya Camp Fire girls 330 West 17th St.
Harold Mokma in
Arnold, pastor, chose the top- in charge of arrangements.

_
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Your Local Roofers
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29 E. 6th St. Ph. EX 2-3826
W§ Keep the Holland Area Dry
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS

PLUMBING & HEATING
This seal
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you ora dealing
with an ethical
Plumber who
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efficient, reliable and de-

pendable.

COMPLETE PLUMBING

396 Lakewood Blvd.
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ond HEATING SERVICE
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